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THE FROGS
OF
ARISTOPHANES
THE FROGS

ACT I.

SCENE I.

SCENE: A country lane, with the house of Herakles on the stage right.

Enter, from the left, Dionysus, walking, and Xanthias, riding an ass and carrying a bundle on a stick over his shoulder.

Xanthias. Am I to make one of the common hits That always send the audience into fits?

Dionysus. Yes, anything you like but "Oh, this weight!"

For that's the kind of thing I've come to hate.

X. Or something else that's witty and expressive?

Di. Only don't mention that your load's oppressive!

X. Well, some real humour then, is that the trick?

Di. Please don't, unless I want to be made sick. 10

X. (Indignantly.)

What was the use of loading me up thus

If I am not to talk like Phrynichus? 1

1 The comic poet, not the politician. His play The Muses was exhibited the same day as The Frogs, and took the second place.
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Why, Lykis and Ameipsias always
Have comic slaves, with bundles, in their plays!

Di. (Shaking his finger at him.)
Now don't you do it! When I'm in the stalls
And see that sort of gag, it simply galls;
I'm more than twelve months older when it's done.

X. (Ruefully.) Ay, but my neck's the real unlucky one,
It gets the galling, and mayn't have the fun!

Di. (Appealing to the audience.)
What insolence is this and monstrous 'side'!
_I toil on foot and let this fellow ride,
I, Dionysus, son of—Demijohn,
To save him being tired and put upon!

X. (Sulkily.) 'Tis put upon me.

Di. No, you're riding, you!

X. But I've got this (pointing to his bundle).

Di. How?

X. Pretty badly, too!

Di. But what you've got—doesn't the donkey bear it?

X. No, sir! I carry what I've got, I'll swear it!

Di. How can you bear what some one else is bearing?

X. I don't know, but my shoulder finds it wearing.

Di. Well, if the ass is useless, as you said,

Pick up the ass and carry him instead.

X. O Lord! why wasn't I in that sea fight!

I'd have been free, and bidden you good-night!

Di. (Noticing the house.)

Get off! I've got there walking, after all.
This is the first place where I was to call.

(XANTHIAS dismounts, and the donkey presently goes off. DI. hammers upon the door with his club.)

Hi, porter! slave, I say, slave, let me enter!

HERAKLES. (Opening the door and looking out.)

Who’s knocking there? I thought it was a centaur!

(Stepping back and bursting out laughing.)

Great heaven! what is that?

DI. (To XANTHIAS.) Did you see, my lad? 40

X. What?

DI. How I scared him.

X. Yes, lest you were mad!

HER. Laugh! Oh, by’r Lady, I am nearly split!

I bite my lips, but roar in spite of it.

DI. (Coming forward to the door.)

Here, my good friend, there’s something that I want.

HER. (Comes out, still choking with amusement.)

I’m trying to stop laughing, but I can’t.

What is this dress you’re masquerading in?

A lady’s yellow blouse, and lion’s skin!

That’s a queer combination—club and slipper!

What’s brought you out from home? are you turned tripper?

DI. Oh, I was serving on the—Kleisthenes.1

HER. Were you in action?

1 An Athenian of disreputable character.
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Di. Yes, and if you please
We sank a dozen of them, more or less. 50
Her. You two!
Di. Why not?
Her. "It was a dream," I guess.
Di. Why, yes, and as I sat upon the boat
And read Andromeda,¹ a passion smote
My heart, quite hard, you know, and by surprise.
Her. Passion? how big?
Di. Little, just Molon's² size!
Her. For a woman?
Di. No.
Her. A boy, then?
Di. None of these.
Her. A man, then?
Di. Sh!
Her. Weren't you with Kleisthenes?
Di. Don't mock, I'm really in a parlous way,
Such "melancholy marks me for its prey."
Her. What sort, my brother?
Di. Well, it's hard to state it: 60
A figure might perhaps elucidate it.
Have you ever suddenly begun to crave
For porridge?
Her. Rather! I should think I have!
Di. D'you understand, or shall I try again?

¹ A play of Euripides.
² A very tall actor in the plays of Euripides.
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Her. Porridge is clear enough, I see that plain.
Di. It's just that kind of love consumes me for Euripides.

Her. And him just dead, O lor!
Di. And no one shall persuade me not to go And fetch him.

Her. What, to Hades, down below?
Di. If there's a road still lower down, I'll go it.
Her. What do you want?
Di. A really clever poet;
For some are dead, only the bad survive.
Her. But Iophon, is he not still alive?
Di. That's the one good thing left,—if it does count too;
But I'm not sure how much it does amount to.
Her. Then why not Sophokles, who's far ahead,
If you feel bound to fetch one of the dead?
Di. No, not until I've tried what Iophon Can write without his father, all alone.
Euripides, too—such a knave as he Would gladly try to run away with me;
While He was always placid and at peace.
Her. Where's Agathon?
Di. He's gone; he's quitted Greece;
A proper poet and in great request.
Her. Poor man! where to?
Di. The Islands of the Bl— Macedonians!
Her. Pythangelus? and Xenokles?
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DI. Oh, damn!

X. (Who has been getting more and more impatient, aside.)

But I'm clean out of it, though here I am,
And my poor shoulder is as sore as sore!

HER. But aren't there budding poets by the score?
Besides, who in a talking handicap
Could easily give Euripides a lap?

DI. Leaves without fruit they are, mere chattering fools,
Murderers of Art, and swallows' chirping-schools;
They get their chorus, and are no more seen:
Only a dirty mark shows where they've been!
But for true Genius you may seek in vain,
One who can speak, I mean, in noble strain.

HER. How "Genius"?

DI. Thus—the true creative spark
That tosses off as a casual remark
"The foot of Time," "Jove's cottage in the sky,"
Or else, "A soul that does not mean to lie,
With a tongue that perjures itself separately."

HER. Does that suit you?

DI. It's simply my delight.

HER. Oh, come! It's wretched stuff now, honour bright!

---

1 Get their play exhibited. The licensing magistrate granted the expenses of the play, of which the chorus was originally the principal part.
DI. Keep to your line of business, let me be!
HER. And yet, it does seem villainous to me.
DI. (Contemptuously.)
Dining's all you can teach!
   X. (Aside.) I'm out of it!
DI. But, for the job that's brought me with this kit
   Made up like you—I want to get a tip
   About your friends on that dog-stealing trip. 110
   Tell me the harbours and the bakeries,
   The lodgings, respectable and otherwise.
   Tell me the wayside inns, the springs, the roads,
   Towns, restaurants, and hostesses—abodes
   Of fewest bugs.
   X. (Aside.) And I'm out of it still.
HER. (Sarcastically.)
D'you mean to go? What recklessness!
   DI. (With offended dignity.) You will
   Be kind enough to drop all that, and tell
   The quickest way for me to get to Hell,
   And not too cold a one, mind, and not too hot.
HER. (Giving his information very slowly.)
   Let's see—what road shall I first tell him?—
   what?—
   There's one that starts you from "The Rope and
   Thwart"—
   By hanging.
   DI. Don't, that's such a stuffy sort!
HER. Well, there's a short cut, then, a beaten way,
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*Via* "The Pestle and Mortar."

DI. Hemlock, eh?

HER. Just so.

DI. Ugh! That's too stormy and too cold; Your calves get frozen at the start, I'm told.

HER. How would you like one downhill, and direct too?

DI. First rate! Long walks are what I most object to.

HER. Stroll round to Keramicus,

DI. After that—

HER. Climb the high tower.

DI. *(Impatiently.)* What next shall I be at?  

HER. And when you stand upon the very top,

Watch the fire-signal for the torch-race drop,
And when the people shout out "Let her go!"
Then let yourself go too.

DI. Where?

HER. Right below!

DI. But I should pound my brains to sausages:
That's not the way I'll go.

HER. Well, then, what is?

DI. The one *you* went.

HER. That's a long voyage to take,

For all at once you'll come upon a lake
That's simply fathomless and very wide.

DI. Well, then, how shall I reach the other side?

HER. An aged sailor-man will ferry you

For threepence in an infant-sized canoe.
Di. Whew!
The almighty threepence everywhere in force!
    Who brought it there?
    HER. Why, Theseus did, of course.
    Then you'll see snakes and every kind of beast—
    Awful! (Chuckles.)
Di. (In great alarm.)
    Don't, I'm not frightened in the least,
    You won't scare me.
    HER. And then you'll see a flood
    Of ever-flowing sewage, seas of mud,
    Where you will notice in the garbage floating
    Those who loved bogus company promoting,
    Who thrashed mamma, or blacked their father's
    eyes,
    Perjured themselves, or quoted A—- rhapsodies. 
Di. The right place for them; but you ought to add,
    "Or danced a 'pas de quatre,'" it's quite as bad.
HER. And after that you'll hear some music play,
    And see a light, as clear as any day
    On earth, and myrtle groves and happy bands,
    Women and men, and clapping of glad hands.
Di. They are—?
    HER. "The mysteries" are their profession,
X. (Aside.) And I'm the ass that walks in the pro-
    cession ;
    But not one second more will I hold these. 160
    [Throws down the bundle.
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HER. And they will tell you anything you please.
   It's close to Pluto's palace door they dwell,
   Hard by the road. So, brother, fare thee well.

[Exit.

DI. Good-bye!
   (Turning to Xanthias.)
   Take up again the bundle—you!

X. (Sulkily.) Before I've dropped it!
   DI. Yes, and quickly too.

X. Oh, master, don't, I beg you! hire instead
   One of these fellows who are really dead;
   It's just their business.
   DI. Ay, but if I should
   Not find one?
   X. Well then, I must.
   DI. Well and good.

Enter two Undertakers, carrying a Corpse on a stretcher.
   Why, here's a corpse just being carried by.
   Hullo! It's you I mean, you dead man, hi!
   My traps for Hades! Will you take the job?

CORPSE. How much?

DI. (Pointing to bundle.) This only.
   CORPSE. If you'll pay two bob.

DI. By Jove! that's sheer extortion, far too dear!

CORPSE. Move on, you undertakers; do you hear?

DI. My good man, wait a bit, let's compromise.

CORPSE. Don't waste your breath, two shillings is my price.
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DI. Take eighteenpence.

CORPSE. I'd come to life again first! [Exit.

X. Bad luck go with you for a most accurst
Conceited knave! I'll go then, I don't mind.

DI. You're a good fellow, Xanthias, and kind.

SCENE II.

SCENE: The Styx.

Enter Dionysus and Xanthias.

DI. Let's to the boat.

CHARON. (Within.) Ahoy!

X. What's this?

DI. The lake 180

He told us of.

[Charon brings his boat to the wharf.

And here's the boat to take.

[Charon comes ashore.

X. Yes, by Poseidon! and there's Charon too.

DI. How d'you do, Charon? Charon, how d'you do?

CH. (Bawling.)

Who's for the Rest from toil, the Land of Peace,
The plain of Lethe, or the Ass's fleece?
Who's for the Dogs, Crimea, or Hellgate?

DI. I.

CH. All aboard! Make haste!
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DI. (Waggishly.) Where did you state
You went to? To the dogs? Now is that true?
CH. Of course it is; I’m going there for you.
Get in now.
DI. (Getting into the boat.) Come on, Xanthias.
CH. Slaves not taken. 190
Unless he’s fought at sea and saved his bacon.
X. Jove, no! I couldn’t, for my eyes were sore.¹
CH. (Getting in.)
Then you must run all round by the lake shore.
X. And meet you, where?
CH. The stone of Withering,
Beside the seat.
DI. D’you see?
X. I’ll find the thing.
Oh dear! oh dear! whatever did I meet
This morning when I stepped into the street!
[Exit.
CH. (To DI.) Sit at the oar.
[DIONYSUS sits down upon the oar.
CH. (Shouting.) Whoever else is going
Must hurry up! (Turns round and sees DIONYSUS.)
Hullo! what are you doing?
DI. (Innocently.)
What am I doing? What else should I be
But sitting on it, as you said to me?
CH. Sit down here on the thwart, you great fat lout!

¹ Ophthalmia was a common excuse for malingering.
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DI. There, then! (Sits down.)

CH. Put out your hands now, and reach out.

DI. (Putting up his hands as if boxing.)

There, then!

CH. Stop all that foolery! You want
To feel your stretcher, and row hard.

DI. I can’t.

Untrained, unsalted, never in a skiff,
How can I row?

CH. Easy enough, for if
You dip your blade you’ll hear the loveliest chime
Of swan-frogs, wonderful!

DI. (Resignedly.) Well, set the time.

CH. (Chanting:) Ahoy, oh! Ahoy, oh!

[DIONYSUS begins rowing.

GHOSTS of FROGS from Attica.

(Below, with flute accompaniment.)

Brekekekex koax koax!
Brekekekex koax koax!
Children of spring and lake,
Raise together the choral strain,
Echoing back the flute again;
Sweet is the song we make.
This is the hymn we used to raise
In heavenborn Dionysus’ praise
At Limnae,¹ in the osier,

¹ Limnae, the name of a marshy spot at Athens, where an ancient temple of Dionysus stood.
When the good folk in a tipsy throng
Came with their sacred pitchers along,
Down to' my temple enclosure.

Di. *I'm* getting sore just where I sit,
    But you, I suppose, don't care a bit!

Frogs. Brekekekex koax koax!
       Brekekekex koax!

Di. Oh, curses upon you, koax and all!
    You're perfectly useless, except to bawl.

Frogs. Likely enough,
       You meddlesome muff!
    For I'm the darling of the Muses,
    And the goat-legged god that the pan-pipe uses;
    And I'm the object of desire
    To Phoebus Apollo who plays the lyre,
    Because of the reeds I keep
    For the bridge of his fiddle,
    That grow in the middle
    Of watery places deep.
       Brekekekex koax!

Di. My hands and my fingers are blistering,
    And the sweat's running down me like everything,
    And then you promptly pop up and sing—

Frogs. Brekekekex koax koax!
       Brekekekex koax!

---

1 "The Pitchers" was the name given to the third day of the festival Anthesteria. The second day being "The Opening of the Casks" accounts for the condition of the populace on the third day.
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Di. Melodious people, be quiet, I pray.

Frogs. On the contrary, sir, we have plenty to say,
And haven't a notion of stopping,
If ever on earth when the sunshine was bright
In shrilling and diving we took our delight,
Through the sedges luxuriant hopping;
Or if we went down to get out of the thunder,
And sent up a quavering warble from under
The water, with bubbles a-popping.

Brekekekex koax koax!
Brekekekex koax!

Di. I feel that it's taking—this koaccination!
Frogs. If it does, it will cause us a little vexation.
Di. But it's many times worse for me, you know,
If I break into pieces with trying to row.
Frogs. Brekekekex koax koax!
Di. Shriek away! What do I mind your attacks!
Frogs. But, for all that, we'll yell and shout
All day, as long as our throats last out.

Brekekekex koax!

Di. (Triumphantly.)
I've got it now. Brekekekex koax!
You never shall beat me at this little game,
Frogs. But we'll be victorious all the same.
Di. Never! You'll find me still going strong
If I have to be yelling the whole day long—
(At the top of his voice.)

BREKEKEKEX KOAX KOAX!
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Until I compel you to cry out “pax.”
(\textit{The Frogs make no answer.})
I thought I should presently stop your quacks!

SCENE III.

\textbf{Scene:} The shore on the further side of the Styx.

\textbf{Ch.} (\textit{In the boat.})

Easy all! ship your oars! and pay your fare
After you’ve landed.

\begin{center}
[\textbf{Charon} and \textbf{Dionysus} come ashore.]
\end{center}

\textbf{Di.} Take your threepence, there! \textsuperscript{270}

\begin{center}
[\textbf{Exit Charon.}]
\end{center}

(\textit{Shouting.}) Where be you, Xanthias? Xanthias,
where be you?

\textbf{X.} (\textit{Within.}) Yoho!

\textbf{Di.} This way!

\begin{center}
\textit{Enter Xanthias.}
\end{center}

X. Master, I’m glad to see you.

\textbf{Di.} What’s yonder country like?

\begin{center}
X. It’s all quite dark
And full of mud.
\end{center}

\textbf{Di.} Did you by chance remark
The liars, and the people he malignèd
For jumping on their parents?
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X. (Turning him round and pointing to the audience.) Are you blind? 1

Di. I see them now! They're in the Pit, by Jove! Well, what comes next?

X. I think we'd better move;
This is the place that gentleman spoke about,
That's full of bogies.

Di. Won't I pay him out!
He piled it up to make me get a fright 280
Because he knew I was a man of might,
For fear his own achievements should be beat.
Nothing like Herakles for sheer conceit!
I'd like a small adventure with a devil
To raise the journey's rather prosy level.

X. (Pretending.)
By Jove, what's that! some sort of noise I hear.

Di. Wh—where?

X. Behind us.

Di. Go and guard the rear.

[XANTHIAS goes behind.

X. In front now.

Di. Get in front.

[DIONYSUS hangs back. XANTHIAS goes forward and peers into the darkness.

X. Lord, what a beast!

1 Ill treatment of aged parents seems to have been too common at Athens. "Stop," said the old man to his son, who had dragged him as far as the door, "I only dragged my father as far as that!"
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Di. (Hiding his face.) What?
   X. Awful! with a dozen shapes at least!
      It's turning to a cow—a mule—a maid,
      Comely at that.  
Di. (With alacrity.) Where is she? Who's afraid?
X. But she's gone now, turned to a dog instead.
Di. Ah, that's Empusa!
   X. Anyhow, her head
      Is all ablaze.
Di. Has she one brazen peg?
X. Of course, and cowdung for the other leg.
Di. Where shall I hide?
X. (Trying to conceal his amusement, to the audience.)
   I need it worse, I think.
Di. (Looking wildly round catches sight of the Priest
      of Dionysus sitting in the middle of the
      front row in the audience.)
   Priest, save me! and let's go and have our drink.
X. It's all up with us, Herakles, my lord.
Di. I beg and pray you not to breathe that word,
   Or call me by that name.
   X. Well, Dionysus.
Di. Why, that is still more like to compromise us.
X. (Contemptuously.) Go back the way you came!
   (He pretends to look forward again.)
   Here, master, here!
Di. What's up?
   X. It's all right now, you needn't fear,
For, as the actor said not long ago,
"The stormy winds now weaselly do blow." ¹
Empusa's vanished.

DI. Swear?

X. Yes, I declare it!

DI. Again!

X. By Jove, yes!

DI. Swear!

X. By Jove, I swear it!

DI. Dear, dear, a fearful sight! how pale I turned!

X. (Pointing to "the fat, red priest.")

But he there blushed for you, and simply burned.

DI. Oh dear! why are these horrid things annoying me?

I'm sure some god is bent upon destroying me;
Whom shall I call the author of the crime?
"The sky, Jove's cottage," or "the foot of Time"?

[XMusic within.]

X. Hi!

DI. What's the matter?

X. Don't you hear it?

DI. Well?

X. The sound of flutes.

DI. Yes, and the torches' smell
That's most suggestive of the Mysteries.
"Dissemble," and we'll listen. Quiet, please!

CHORUS. (Within.) Iacchus, O Iacchus!

Iacchus, O Iacchus!

¹ A mispronunciation made by an actor named Hegelochus.
X. Master, I've got it, that's the very party
He told us of; they're the Illuminati;
At least they keep on singing all the while
"Iacchus" in Diagoras's style.

Di. I think so too. But just you hold your tongue,
Or else we shan't hear what is being sung.

Enter the Chorus from the stage left.

CHORUS. Come forth, Iacchus, come!
And leave thy honoured home
To dance upon this lawn, and here to meet
The brotherhood
Of holy men and good,
Iacchus, O Iacchus!
And waving round thy brows
A wreath of myrtle boughs
That teems with leaf and berry,
With fearless feet
Strike up the measure, unrestrained and merry,
With grace that every sense can please,
The mystic dance of holy votaries.

X. Now, by our Lady, Great Persephone,
A heavenly whiff of roast pork\(^1\) reaches me!

Di. Hush! you may get a sausage presently.

CHORUS. Awake! our morning star
Comes brandishing afar
His torch of flame. The meadow gleams with light.

\(^1\) Pigs were sacrificed at the Mysteries.
The weight of years
And sorrow disappears,
Iacchus, O Iacchus!
And hoar decrepitude
Falls off from limbs renewed.
Thou blessed one advancing
Step out aright,
And lead thy youthful throng with torches glancing
To foot the dances as of yore
Upon the marsh's flower-spangled floor.

THE LEADER. Ho! clear the way for us, we pray,
and speak with breath abated,
Each one whose mind is unrefined and uninitiated,
Who has not glanced at, much less danced at,
true Artistic revelries,
And draws the line at old Cratinus' bully Bacchic devilries,
Who makes requests for dirty jests when wholly out of season,
Stalks with a frown about the town, and countenances treason,
And stirs the same, and fans the flame, to turn it to his profit,
And in a crisis, if he's high in power, makes money of it,
Or who betrays a ship or place, or smuggles to Epidaurus
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Pitch, rowlock-flaps, and linen wraps, when paid to tax them for us,
Or by his arts from foreign parts gets for our foes remittances,
Or, though free speech is in his reach, would dock the poets' pittances
In sulky rage against the Stage's licensed criticism.
All such I scorn, and hereby warn with triple exorcism
To clear the way for our Mystic lay. And you, strike up the singing
For the holy rite that lasts all night, which this high feast is bringing.

CHORUS. (To slow music.)
Boldly lead and each one follow
To the flowery meadow's hollow;
Dancing, laughing, jesting, chaffing;
We have had our fill of eating.

Forward, then, your anthem raising,
Our protecting goddess praising;
This year and the next our land she Guards, in spite of gauger's cheating.

THE LEADER. Change the metre, rather fleeter, hail Demeter, harvest Queen;
You must greet her and entreat her with a sweeter tune, I ween.
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CHORUS. Goddess mysterious,
Grant me all day
Beneath thy protection
To dance and to play.

Merry and serious
Skilfully blend,
And by thy direction
Be crowned in the end.

THE LEADER. Stop, and now in due succession let another tune be sung,
Call the god to our procession who is ever fair and young.

CHORUS. Honoured of all men, Iacchus, who makest
The sweetest of hymns for a festival day,
Lead to thy mother,¹ and show how thou takest
The lightest of toil for the longest of way.
Lord of frivolity, dancing and song,
Lovely Iacchus, escort us along.

Tattered my tunic is, soiled is my sandal,
Thine this invention to cheaply combine
Practical jokes with an absence of scandal,
Rending of raiment with dancing and wine.

¹ To Demeter at Eleusis; the Chorus speak as though they were making the annual procession there from Athens.

The horseplay here referred to, which took place at the crossing of a certain bridge, was supposed to have originated in a wish to amuse Demeter, and so comfort her for the loss of Persephone.
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Lord of frivolity, dancing and song,
Lovely Iacchus, escort us along.

Just then I saw a companion in jollity,
Sweet little girl, with the tail of my eye,
Dancing along, looking, oh, so decolletée!
Torn is her tunic and pulled all awry.
Lord of frivolity, dancing and song,
Lovely Iacchus, escort us along.

Di. I'm nothing if not sociable, with pretty girls in view.
I'd like to get a dance with her.
X. And that's what I should too.

CHORUS. Knife of satire now unsheathe,
Stick it into Archidame;
He's turned seven, and it's a shame
That he hasn't cut his—pedigree!

He's a leader none the less
Of the rabble overhead,
Whom we call the truly dead,
And their crowning wickedness.

Di. Pardon, gentlemen and ladies,
Would you kindly tell us where
Pluto's house is? We're a pair
Of strangers just arrived in Hades.
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ONE OF THE CHORUS.

Far afield you need not wander,
   Do not ask another question
   If I offer a suggestion
That you'll find it standing yonder.

DI. (To XANTHIAS.)

    Pick the bundle up, my man.

X. (Sulkily.) That's as stale a piece of news
   As the boast of "Father Zeus"
   Made by the Corinthian!¹

THE LEADER. Forward now to dancing-ring, forward
   to the flowery groves,
All you who join the game, and sing at the feast
    our goddess loves.
And I will go and join the show, join the pretty girls, I mean,
And give them light where all the night they keep it up before the Queen.

CHORUS. Away to the meadows
   Where roses abound,
   Where asphodel blossoms
    Grow thick on the ground;
We will dance our own measure,
    The loveliest sight,

¹ Corinthians seem to have been fond of boasting of descent from Zeus. There is also an allusion to vermin in the word "Corinthian," which is more easily kept in a bundle of rugs than in the English language.
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Where the spirits of music
And beauty unite.
For on us alone shineth
The sun in his mirth,
Who were holy and just
When we lived on the earth.

[The women of the Chorus march out.

SCENE IV.

SCENE: The door of Pluto's house.

Di. Look here now, ring or knock? I wish I knew;
I wonder what the folk about here do. 461
X. Don't waste your time, but hammer at the door.
What good's a lion's skin without a roar?
Di. (Knocking:) Ho! slave!
Aeacus. (Opening the door:) Who's there?
Di. (Pompously:) 'Tis Herakles the great.
Ae. O loathsome, shameless, and insatiate!
O doubly, triply, and quadruply vile!
Who carried off our Cerberus by guile,
Stole him away out of my guardianship
And choked him. Now I have you on the hip;
Such a black-hearted rock of Styx's flood 470
And crag of Acheron that drips with blood
Have got you in their keeping safe at last,
And ranging hounds of Hell shall hold you fast;
Echidna, too, the hundred-headed beast,
Shall devastate your bowels for a feast;
And then your lungs—don't fancy this a sham,
pray—
Shall be mishandled by a Tarshish lamprey;
Your kidneys, guts and all, in gory state,
Be rent by Gorgon hags from Billingsgate!
I'm off to fetch them at my utmost speed! [Exit.]

[DIONYSUS collapses on the ground.]

X. Hi! what's the matter?
   Di. (Feebly.) Oh, I'm ill indeed!
Call on some god.

   X. You idiot! get up quick. 480
Not before strangers!
   Di. But I'm very sick.
Just bring the sponge and put it to my heart.

X. There, take it.
   Di. Put it——

   X. Where? Is that the part
You keep your heart in?
   Di. Generally, no;
But in its fear it slipped a bit below.

X. Well, of all gods and men—you cowardly beast!
Di. Cowardly? I didn't throw it up, at least. [Gets up.
X. That's courage, by Poseidon! 491
   Di. 'Tis, by Zeus!
And weren't you terrified at his abuse
And threatening?
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X. By Jove! I didn’t care.

Di. Look here, then, since your courage is so rare, Let’s change our parts; you don the lion’s hide And take this club, as you’re so brave inside, And I’ll be baggage-mule for you in turn.

[Xanthias puts down his bundle and takes the lion-skin and club.

X. (Domineeringly.) Pick it up quick, then! There, you’ve got to learn; And see if I, Herakleoxanthias, Shall be like you a coward and an ass!

Di. By Jove! you look the real Athenian lag. Well, now, supposing I take up the bag.

Enter a Maidservant from the house.

Maidservant.

Come in at once, dear Herakles; don’t wait. When goddess heard that you were come, she straight Baked loaves, and cooked two or three porridge bowls Of rolled oats, popped in the oven cakes and rolls, And set a whole ox roasting on the coals. Come in, do!

X. (In some embarrassment.) Please excuse me.

M. Lackaday!

I’m not a-going to let you run away. There’s chicken being fricasseed, you know, And apple dumplings baking in a row,
And the best wine is being put to cool.
Come in with me.

X. Really no, thanks.

M. You fool!
You shan’t get off, though. There’s a lady there,
A Star of the Profession, if you care
To see her, and she’s well worth looking at,
And a few chorus girls besides.

X. What’s that?

M. And the cook says, “The veal cutlets,” says she,
“Will be served up almost immediately.”

X. My compliments to the ladies of the ballet,
I’m coming. (In a lordly tone.)
Bring the luggage—where’s my valet?

Dl. Hold on there, Xanthias! you don’t suppose
I meant it seriously—this changing clothes?
Drop this tomfoolery, it’s become a bore;
Pick up the traps and carry them once more.

X. What’s up? It surely wasn’t in your mind to
Rob me of what you gave?

Dl. I’m not inclined to,
I do it. Put the skin down!

X. I protest,
And call the gods to witness I’m oppressed!

Dl. The gods be blowed! why, here’s a fine suggestion!
It’s palpably absurd, out of the question,
For you who are a mere slave, son of none,
To think of posing as Alkmena’s son!
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X. Oh, well, all right then, if you must, you must.
   You'll need me soon, that's all, if heaven is just.
   [DIONYSUS changes back to HERAKLES.

CHORUS. Any man who's worth the name,
   Who has the wits to play the game,
   And has been in many a scrimmage,
   Stands not like a graven image,
   But when the weather looks untoward
   Promptly shifts his quarters leeward;
   But to get the softest place
   Is a special mark of grace;
   If one does it always, he's
   A regular Theramenes.

SCENE V.

SCENE: The same.

Enter a Landlady and PLATHANE her maid.

LANDLADY. Plathane! Plathane! here's the man of sin,
   The rogue who came that day into the inn
   And ate up sixteen loaves.
   PL. By Jove! that's he.

X. (Aside.) Trouble for someone!

   L. And the fricassee,
   'Twas twenty portions; lor, how he did snatch it,
   Penny a mouthful!

   X. (Aside.) Someone's going to catch it!
L. And all that garlic!

Di. Nonsense, my good woman,
You don’t know what you’re saying.
L. Are you assumin',
Because you’ve got those shoes, that I’d forget?
And all that pickle I’ve not mentioned yet!
PL. Good gracious, no! nor yet the cheese and puddin’!
He ate the very dishes that they stood in!
L. And when I brought him in my bill, the fellow
Looked thunder at me and began to bellow.
X. Just like him; it’s a way he always had.
L. And drew his sword, pretending to be mad.
PL. Drat him, he did.

L. And we two got the scares,
And made a bolt for it at once upstairs;
Then off he went, with the matting under his arm.
X. That’s like him. But you should have raised
the alarm.
L. Of course; do go and call my champion Cleon.¹
PL. And call for me Hyperbolus, if you see ‘un; 570
We’ll grind him down.

L. You gormandising hound,
Nothing would please me better than to pound
With a stone those teeth that gobbled up my
wares.
PL. I’d like to fling you down the bottomless stairs.

¹ These two famous demagogues were both available, since Cleon had died in 422, and Hyperbolus was murdered in 411.
L. I'd like to take a knife to your windpipe,
   The one with which you hooked down all my tripe.

PL. I'm off for Kleon. In an hour or so
   He'll serve a writ and screw out all you know.

   [Exeunt Landlady and Plathane.

DI. (Very insinuatingly.)
   Xanthias, if I don't love you, I'll be shot.

X. (Angrily.)
   I know what you are up to. Stop that rot! I won't be Herakles!

   DI. Dear Xanthias, don't!

X. Alkmena's son I can't be, and I won't,
   Being a slave and mortal man beside.

   DI. I know you're angry, and you're justified:
   Even if you should beat me, I'll be dumb;
   But if again in all the time to come
   I take your things, then may the devil claim us,
   Self, wife, and child, and—bleary Archidamus!

X. That's a good oath to swear in your position.
   I take your bargain on that last condition.

   [Xanthias changes back to Herakles.

CHORUS. (To Xanthias.)
   Now you've got the dress you wore
   A short while in the scene before,
   You must just brace up and show
   Your ancient braggadocio.
   Mould your manners once again
   On the real "Ercles vein."
If you babble, if you flinch,
If courage fails you at a pinch,
Your inevitable doom
Is the bundle to resume.

X. Excellent advice, no doubt,
But I too have thought it out.
This is how it seems to me:
He's that cunning, should he see
Fortune smile, for all his oaths
He'll want again to change his clothes!
Still, I'll make a brave impression
With a truculent expression. [Noise within.
High time, too: d'you hear them shout?
Here comes someone rushing out.

Enter Aeacus with several Slaves at his back.

Ae. Seize the dog-stealer! quickly, I command,
To meet his due reward.

Dl. Trouble's at hand
For someone!

[Two Slaves advance to arrest Xanthias.

X. Go to blazes! Don't touch me!

Ae. Eh? fighting, my fine fellow? We'll soon see.
Ditylas! Skeblyas! Pardokas! go ahead,
Fight with him, capture him, alive or dead!

[They attack Xanthias, who swings his club effectively.]
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Di. (Confidentially to Aeacus.)
Ain't it too bad to see the blows he's dealing? As if the fellow hadn't just been stealing,
And someone else's things, to make it worse!

Ae. It's past belief!

X. (Sarcastically.) Oh yes, it's scandalous!
Look here, I never was here before to-day,
Or took the value of a hair away;
If not, I'm quite content to meet my fate.
And I will make an offer—fair and straight:
Torture my slave, and if you find a breath
Of evidence, then let me die the death.

Ae. Which tortures, please?¹

X. (Indifferently.) Oh, anything—the rack,
The "cat" and triangles, and flay his back,
Take him and hang him by the thumbs or toes,
And pour the vinegar into his nose,
Peine forte et dure—I'm not particular,
Don't beat him with young leeks, that's all I bar.

Ae. All right, and if I seriously maim
The fellow in the process, you can claim
The compensation to the full amount
Of the man's value.

X. Not on my account!

¹ Xanthias' challenge is in accordance with Athenian law, which only allowed slaves' evidence under torture, at the same time permitting the owner to stipulate that the slave should not be permanently damaged. Xanthias is generous.
He's wholly in your hands; so take him hence.

Ae. No, here; you ought to hear his evidence.

*(To Dionysus.)*

Now, you, put down your bundle, and take care, None of your lying here, sir!

Di. I declare I'm an immortal, touch me if you dare!

Ae. What's that?

Di. I'm Dionysus, son of Zeus, And that's my slave.

Ae. *(To Xanthias.)* Hear that?

X. A good excuse!

The better subject he for you to thrash, Being a god he'll never feel the lash.

Di. Why, then, since you too claim to be divine, You'd better get a blow for each of mine!

X. All right. *(To Ae.)* Whichever of us two you spy Caring one jot, or uttering a cry, Take him for the impostor.

Ae. Breeding tells!

You're the real gentleman, whatever else; Justice is what you like. Off with your coats!

X. How are you going to test us fairly?

Ae. Oh, 't's Easy, a blow in turn to each one.

X. Yes.

There, catch me flying signals of distress!

*[Aeacus hits Xanthias, who makes no sign.*
AE. Well, I've just hit you.

X. (Incredulously.) No you didn't, though!

AE. I don't believe he felt it. Let me go
And hit the other. [Hits Dionysus.

Di. Tell me just when, please.

AE. Why, I did hit you.

Di. Then, why didn't I sneeze?

AE. Don't know. Another try at this man's shirt.

X. Make haste! [AEacus hits him much harder.

Tut! tut!

AE. Why "Tut! tut!"? Are you hurt?

X. O lor, no! I just thought of an idea About my festival in Diomea.

AE. What piety! Now him again. Here goes!

[Hits Dionysus harder.

Di. Yow!

AE. What's the matter?

Di. Knights, in the front rows!

AE. Why are you crying, then?

Di. Because they stink so

Of onions.

AE. You're all right, then?

Di. I should think so!

AE. Then I must give this man another blow.

[Hits Xanthias.

X. Ah!

AE. What's the matter?

X. Splinter in my toe.
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Ae. T’other one now! It’s a hard case to try, though.

[Hits Dionysus.

Di. Apollo!—“Lord of Delos or of Pytho!”

X. He’s hurt! D’you hear him call out when you smote him?

Di. Not I! It was Hipponax I was quoting.

X. That’s nothing! dust him well upon the haunch.

Ae. Better than that! This time put out your paunch.

[Hits Dionysus.

Di. Poseidon!

X. Someone’s hurt!

Di. —“Who rulest o’er
The grey sea’s depths or the Aegean shore.”

Ae. No, by Demeter! I can not begin
To see which of you is a god. Go in;
The Master and Persephone will tell,
Because they both of them are gods as well.

Di. Quite true! I wish you’d thought of that before I got a beating, for I’m pretty sore.

[They all go into the house.

THE PARABASIS.

The Chorus now faces the audience and sings.

Patroness of choral dance,
Comic Muse, advance! advance!
Come and take delight in listening to my song.
See the multitude in session,
Each man top of his profession.

D
Oh! come hither and inspect the mighty throng;
They love advertising more than Kleophon,
From whose lips you can't expect
Pure Athenian dialect,
For a Thracian swallow roars there, very evil,
And she makes a dismal row,
Croaking on her foreign bough
Like a nightingale—"I'm going to the devil;
I'll be done for even if the voting's level."

THE LEADER.
'Tis the duty of the Chorus to administer advice;
So our first suggestion is that you should drop
all prejudice,
Give all citizens equality, and end the reign of terror.
And if anyone through Phrynichus's tricks has been in error,
You should have the power, I claim, to set up those who then were spilt
On their feet again, and freely cancel all their former guilt.
Then I say there should not be a single outlaw in the city;
For when men have fought in one engagement, isn't it a pity
To concede Plateans' rights, and make a master of a slave?
Not that I could find a word of blame for honouring the brave,
'Twas your only act of wisdom;—but, consistently, you ought
To forgive your kith and kin who ask for pardon, who have fought
On your decks, they and their fathers, valiantly in many a fray.
Therefore use your native wisdom, let your anger fade away,
Let us call them all our brothers, let us give them all their right;
Welcome all again, ungrudging, who will help us in the fight.
If we hold our heads so high, and make ourselves so hard to please
While the ship of state is straining in the trough of heavy seas,
Have a care, Athenian people, lest the day of reckoning
Bring us, all too late, conviction that we've done the foolish thing.

CHORUS.
If I'm sharp enough of vision
To remark with some precision
The tricks of one who'll surely come to grief,
The next subject of my song
Will not trouble us for long,
And his name is Kleigenes—the little thief!
He will soon be gone, and that's a great relief!
He’s the worst of bath-attendants,
Who maintain their independence
   By using soap that’s much adulterated.
So his temper’s bad enough
To make any pirate luff,
   Though he met him going home at night,
belated,
   Without his stick and quite intoxicated.

THE LEADER.
Often we have thought the city makes the same discrimination
'Twixt her men of worth and honour and the refuse of the nation,
As between our ancient drachmae and this brand-new gold alloy;
For the genuine old silver coins that now we don’t employ
Were the handsomest of pieces, by consent of everyone;
Struck so neatly—none were better, ringing with the soundest tone,
Counted sterling everywhere, in foreign countries and in Greece;
Now they’re superseded, and we use this nasty copper piece,
With a shocking bad impression, hammered out but yesterday.
Even so, with contumely we insult and turn away
Men of birth and self-respect, of honesty and noble parts,
Educated in athletics, music, and the gentler arts;
Then we use for every purpose new arrivals in the state,
Scoundrels and the sons of scoundrels, brazen forehead, copper pate!
Such as would have been rejected as too villainous to die,
When a scapegoat was selected by the town in days gone by.
Come, then, change your foolish customs even now, and make redress;
Once again employ your good men. If you do, and have success,
There'll be credit in succeeding; and in failing, being hanged'll
Give you thus much consolation, that the game was worth the candle.

SCENE VI.

Enter from the house AEACUS and XANTHIAS.

AE. Your master's a real gentleman, he is!
X. Yes, wine and women are his only biz.
AE. Fancy, when all came out, you missed your beating
In spite of all the lies you kept repeating!
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X. Hang him, though!
    AE. Oh, that's just the thing slaves do
    You do so, and I love to do it too!

X. You like it, then?
    AE. It's simply heaven to me
    When I can curse my master secretly!

X. What about muttering, when you're out of sight,
    After your thrashing?
    AE. That is my delight!

X. And meddling in his business?
    AE. Nothing's near it!

X. And when they're talking, and you overhear it?
    AE. Why, then I'm in an ecstasy of joy.

X. And when you tell them all outside, my boy?
    AE. I can't contain myself; it's simply grand!

X. Phoebus Apollo! Let me shake your hand!
    Let us embrace! [They do so.
    And kindly tell me now,
    By Zeus, the slave's own patron: what's this row?
    Who's calling out and making such a fuss
    Inside?
    AE. Euripides and Aeschylus.

X. Ah!
    AE. There's a fine to do among the dead,
    An insurrection coming to a head.

X. What's that from?
AE. There's a custom in these parts
Among Professionals—I mean of the Fine
Arts—:
The chief of each Profession has his food
In the townhall, and a seat next Pluto.

X. Good.

AE. And keeps it till another shall appear
Still cleverer, and then he has to clear.

X. Why should that trouble Aeschylus's rest?

AE. He held the throne of Tragedy, as best
In that department.

X. Well, who has it now? 770

AE. Then came Euripides, and gave a show:
Spouted to all the burglars, footpads, thieves,
And all the crowd of rogues that Hell receives.
And when they heard his captious special-
pleading,
His twists and turns, so charmingly misleading,
They simply lost their heads, and thought they
never
Had seen a poet so extremely clever.
He got conceited, claimed to be enthroned
Instead of Aeschylus.

X. Wasn't he stoned?

AE. Lor, no! The mob got yelling to try the case,
And find out which of them deserved the place.

X. The mob of knaves did? 781

AE. Yes, they yelled sky-high.
X. But Aeschylus, could he find no ally?

Ae. Virtue is scarce, as 'tis in yonder rows.

[Pointing to the audience.]

X. Well, then, what scheme has Pluto to propose?

Ae. A competition on the spot to try
And test their skill in poetry.

X. Then why
Did Sophokles, too, not put in a claim?

Ae. By Jove! not he, though! Sophokles, when he came,
Shook hands with Aeschylus, and kissed him fair,
While he made room for him upon his chair. 790
And now he means—this is his actor's tale—
To take the bye, and, should his friend prevail,
To keep his place; if not, he will contend
Against Euripides to the bitter end.

X. Will it come off, d'you think?

Ae. Yes, in a minute;
And then their cunning tricks will all be in it.
Why, they will weigh the verses in the scales!

X. What? like a sheep, to see if the weight fails? 2

Ae. Compasses, measures, two-foot rules they'll take,
And hods—

X. Why, is it bricks they want to make?

1 Kleidemides by name.

2 The lambs offered at the Festival of Apaturia had to be of a particular weight, and, as each was brought, it was the fashion for the bystanders to cry out, "Too small!"
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Ae. And wedges; for Euripides avers
    He'll have the plays examined verse by verse.
X. I expect that Aeschylus was pretty cross!
Ae. He looked just like a bull that's going to toss!
X. And who's to be the judge?
Ae. That was the fix,
    For with the Athenians Aeschylus didn't mix,
    So men of taste were rather hard to find.
X. He thought them all burglariously inclined!
Ae. And none but an Athenian could be judge
    Of poet's brains; the rest he called mere fudge.
Your master came; they put it in his hands
    Because it is the craft he understands.
But let's go in, for when our masters wax
    In earnest, there is trouble for our backs.

[Exeunt.

CHORUS. (In Aeschylean metre.)
    Dire is the wrath that the depth of the thunderer's heart is preparing.
    Glancing aside at his foe as he sharpens his teeth for the tearing,
        Wily-at word-play; in frenzy his eye will roll
            To match the madness of his soul.
    Battles of words will be fought with crests waving and morions glinting,
    Catherine-wheeling of splinters, and chips of the battle-field's dinting;
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Woe to the wretch, when the lord of the mighty phrase
His cavalry of speech arrays!
Then the one rearing the crest of his shaggy mane, bristling, horrid,
Knitting together the brows of his terrible leonine forehead,
Volleying riveted words with their planks up-torn,
Will roar a Titan blast of scorn.
But the glib tongue of the other, well skilled in the testing of verses,
Loosing the reins of a spirit that recks not of justice or mercies,
Splitting of hairs and of words, into dust will grind
The mighty labours of his mind.
ACT II.

SCENE I.

Scene: The Court-house of Hades, arranged like an Athenian Lawcourt, with a ballot-box and voting pebbles upon the table. Pluto and Dionysus are on the Bench.

Euripides. I'll not withdraw! Press your advice no longer.

In poetry I claim to be the stronger.

Di. Why silent, Aeschylus? hear what he says?

Eur. Aloof and scornful at first! So in all his plays He works in the portentous grandiose!

Di. Dear man! not such big words, or else you'll lose.

Eur. I know him; I have seen through him of old, A maker of savage heroes, bad and bold, A mouth without a bridle, curb or door, Uncrushable, talking bombast by the score!

Aeschylus. Really, you kitchen-garden goddess' brat?

This from you, gatherer of twaddly chat, You beggar's playwright, tatterdemallion's bard? Shall you get off scot-free for this?

1 Euripides' mother is supposed to have been a seller of herbs.
Di. Hold hard!

"Nor vex his soul to choler with thy spite."

Aesch. Not I! until I prove what slender right
The cripple maker has for talking grand.

Di. Boys, a black lamb! a hurricane's at hand!¹

Aesch. O writer of _pas seuls_ in Cretan fashion!
O introducer of incestuous passion!

Di. Respected Aeschylus, I prithee, cease!
Away with you, you scamp Euripides!
Take shelter from the hailstones, if you're wise,
Or some enormous phrase, your head's own size,
Will crack your skull and spill the—_Telephus!_²

And you, sir, do not lose your temper thus;
In gentler fashion be discussed, discuss.
For gentlemen and poets 'tis not meet
To wrangle like two fishwives in the street.
Now _you_ start roaring like a log in the fire.

Eur. For my part I don't shirk it, but desire
To peck and be pecked; if you choose, begin. You
Shall cut my plays up, speeches, songs, and
sinews,—

S'help me! my _Peleus_, and my _Aeolus_,
My _Meleager,—_ay, and _Telephus._

Di. Well, Aeschylus, and what advice have you?

¹ Black sheep were offered to the storms in sacrifice.
² The _Telephus_ is the play of Euripides which was most criticised.
Naturally, it has not been preserved. Aristophanes suggests that
Euripides' head was full of it.
Aesch. I should have liked a different venue. Here we are not on equal terms, you see.

Di. Why not?

Aesch. My writings didn’t die with me: His did, so he will have them to refer to. But still, what you decide I must defer to.

Di. A brazier, someone, please, and some incense For prayer before the strife of eloquence.

(To the Chorus.)

Sing to the Muses a short hymn meanwhile, To guide our verdict in artistic style.

Chorus.

Daughters of Zeus, ye Muses nine, Holy maidens, who watch the souls Of men whose hearts are a golden mine Of words and the wisdom of all the schools, When they enter the lists all agog for the trick Of the logical “hank” and poetical “click,” Come and behold the mighty pair; Two such champions never were seen— Tongues with words enough and to spare, And planks of poetry sawn off clean. ’Tis the struggle tremendous where Genius wins; The bell has been rung, the performance begins. [While the Chorus are singing the brazier and incense have been brought in.

Di. Both make a prayer before you speak your line.
Aesch. Demeter, guardian of this soul of mine,
May I prove worthy of thy holy choir!

[puts on incense.]

Di. (To Euripides.)
Now your turn; put some incense on the fire.

Eur. No thanks; they're different gods to whom I pray.

Di. Some private lot? a brand-new coinage?

Eur. Ay. 890

Di. H'm, amateur gods! [Shrugs his shoulders.
Offer up your prayer.

Eur. Hinge of the Tongue, and soul-sustaining Air,
Cunning, and Nostrils keen with critic's scent,
May I refute each hostile argument!

Chorus.
Now we long to hear from you,
Gentlemen of light and leading,
What will be your first proceeding
With the enemy in view.

Fury is upon their tongue,
Both have got their manes erect,
And their nerves are highly strung;
This is what we may expect:

He will speak with polished phrasing,
Smoothed and sharpened with a file;
He with Titan volleys blazing
Scatter all his shifts and guile.
THE LEADER. Begin at once; let each of you take care that what he says is
Quite smart, unspoilt by metaphors or any commonplaces.

EUR. My own just claim to the poet's name I keep for later mention,
But now to his delinquencies I wish to draw attention.
A fraud and charlatan was he, deceiving, over-reaching
The audience, poor simple fools of Phrynichus's teaching.

For first he set upon the stage one heavily-veiled creature,
Achilles, perhaps, or Niobe—you couldn't see a feature;
They didn't even grunt—a mere gallanty exhibition.

DI. No more they did.

EUR. The choir, meanwhile, without an intermission,
Was struggling through four strings of tunes;
they never spoke or heard it.

DI. I liked the silence, though; in fact, I very much preferred it
To the talking of the present day!

¹ The Tragic poet. He began to exhibit plays about ten years before Aeschylus.
EUR. You must have been a flat, then!
DI. I think I was. But tell me, why did What's-'is-name do that, then?
EUR. Imposture, that the audience might sit there in distraction
Waiting for Niobe's remark, and miss the drama's action.
DI. The utter villain! Just to think he wasn't all I thought him!
(To AESCHYLUS, who is showing signs of impatience.)
Why do you yawn and look so cross?
EUR. Because I've fairly caught him.
And when the play was halfway through, atop of all this drivel
He'd speak a dozen words or so, and them the very devil,
With scowling brows and nodding plumes, and perfectly unbillable
In any programme,—
AESCH. Woe is me!
DI. Sh! not another syllable!
EUR. But not a thing to understand.—
DI. (To AESCH.) Don't grind your teeth so fretfully.
EUR. But streams of Troy and counterscarps and griffin-vultures dreadfully
Emblazoned upon shields, and words with war-horse heads and trapping,
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Whose meaning you could hardly guess.

Dl. By Jove, instead of napping

I've lain awake myself, ere now, long hours of night to ponder

On yellow horse-cocks—what a kind of fowl are they, I wonder.

Aesch. A painted figurehead upon a ship, of course, you dunce!

Dl. Oh, I thought it meant Eryxis, he's a beak I noticed once.

Eur. Even a cock without the horse one hardly could defend

In Tragedy.

Aesch. But think what things your godless hand has penned!

Eur. At all events not horse-cocks or goat-stags, or suchlike travesties,

Like you, the kind of thing one sees in Oriental tapestries.

You left the stage all verbiage, a mass of swollen tumours

And hulking words. I starved it first, and so reduced its humours,

With scraps of verse and wise discourse, and vegetable messes,

Adding a flavour of small talk strained out of critics' essays;
Then fed it up on monodies—Kephisophon's ingredients,¹
Avoiding complicated thoughts and commonplace expedients.
The first man on explained the antecedents of the story—
Aesch. Better than yours, and better than your parents had before ye!
Eur. Then to each character I gave employment from the start,
The women and the slaves as well each had to say their part,
The masters, maidens, and old women, every rank and station.
Aesch. I think that he deserves to die for such an innovation.
Eur. 'Twas democratic!

DI. Tut! my friend, don't put it quite in that form;
You're hardly suited to adopt the democratic platform.
Eur. And then I taught the citizens the way to talk—
Aesch. Thou didst!
I would, ere that, that thou hadst burst asunder in the midst.

¹ Euripides’ principal actor, supposed to have had something to do with the composition of his plays, and also to have carried on an intrigue with the poet’s wife.
Eur. To speak and write by subtle rules, and make their verses trim; To use their wits and eyes and mind; to quibble, love, and scheme, Suspect all motives, and to leave no stone unturned.

Aesch. That's true, 'tis!

Eur. I brought in things of common life—our simple needs and duties; And upon this I take my stand—for they know all about it; They would have criticised the least mistake,—I never spouted Big words to cheat their common sense, or court sensation, bringing Cygnus or Memnon on the stage with bells on bridles ringing. Our followers may be told apart—there's lots of both in hell, sure!—For his are like Phormisius and Megaenetus the Welsher, With trumpets, spears, and bristling beards, and grins to split you asunder; While mine are such as Kleitophon and Theramenes the wonder.

Di. Theramenes? He's clever; he's a fox at politics, sir, Who, if he plays to beat the ace, and finds he's in a fix, sir,
Consults his sleeve without your leave, and always wins the trick, sir.

EUR. Such is the wisdom I have taught, And improved their powers of thought, So that now they can distinguish anything from anything. Specially they know much more Of keeping house than e’er before, Asking, “How does this thing go?” “Who’s got that?” “Where’s so-and-so?”

DI. Yes, every man in Athens now, When he comes in, begins to blow His household up, and ask a lot Of questions, this way: “Where’s the pot?” “Who’s bitten off the minnow’s head?” “The dish I got last year is dead!” “Where’s the leek from yesterday?” And “Who has nibbled the olive, pray?” But hitherto their greatest sin is That they used to sit like ninnies— Gapy, gawky, piccaninnies.

CHORUS.

“Bright Achilles, mark’st thou these?” Have you got your answer ready? Curb your passion and ride steady, Or ’twill sweep you past the trees.¹

¹ i.e. out of the course. Olive trees were planted round the racecourse.
Terribly he does accuse,
   Yet contain yourself, most valiant,
Shorten sail, and only use,
   To begin with, your topgallant;
Next increase it by degrees,
   Wait until the gods afford,
What you want, a steady breeze,
   Then, close action, out and board!

THE LEADER. But, O thou first of all the Greeks to
   build high rime in towers
And dignify the Stage, fling wide the floodgates
   of thy powers.

AESC. The occasion moves my anger, ay, my
   inmost soul is vexed
To have to answer him; yet, lest he fancy me
   perplexed—
Come, make reply, upon what grounds do poets
   win their laurels?

EUR. For cleverness and counsel, and because we
   raise men's morals.

AESC. But if instead you take away their virtue
   and their bravery,
And make the town a sink of all unmitigated
   knavery,
What is your due?

DI. Why, death of course; you
   won't get him to answer.

AESC. Look at the men you got from me,—what
   better could you want, sir?
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Men large of soul as large of limb, no civic duty-shirkers,
Not loafing impudently round, as now, no mischief-workers;
But breathing naught but lances, spears, and helmets plumed and burnished,
And casques, and greaves, and courage, with seven-oxhide armour furnished.

EUR. At it again! He'll drive me crazy with his helmet factory!

DI. What did you do to turn them out so very satisfactory?

Oh, speak, and do not wither us with hauteur so enormous.

AESCH. I wrote a drama full of war.

DI. Which of them? pray inform us.

AESCH. Seven against Thebes. And all who saw it fell in love with fighting.

DI. A great mistake; you've painted Thebes too much in war delighting.

Consider yourself censured for it.

AESCH. Ay, sir, but the fact is These are the very things you ought, but do not choose, to practise.

And then I brought The Persians out, to celebrate a glorious Engagement, and to inculcate the wish to be victorious.
Di. Yes, when they said "Darius is dead," I own I jumped for jo-øy,
And all the Chorus smote their hands together, crying "yau-oi!"

Aesch. This is the poet's proper work. Now see from the beginning
What benefits for all mankind our noblest have been winning.
Orpheus preached Vegetarianism and Initiation,
Musaeus taught us Medicine and the rules of Divination,
Hesiod Agriculture, while immortal Homer's charm is
That he can speak in words unique of marshalling of armies
And valiant deeds.

Di. Well, Pantokles could not have got the drop of it;
He put his helmet on and tried to tie the crest atop of it.

Aesch. But many other heroes did, and Lamachus among them,

1 Dionysus evidently does not remember the play accurately. Darius was dead long before, and his ghost appears in the play.
2 This queer exclamation, which impressed him so much, does not occur in our editions of The Persians.
3 The crest was fastened on with a nut inside the helmet.
4 One of the commanders in the Syracusan expedition. While he was alive Aristophanes had abused him; now that he is dead he speaks well of him, as he does of everyone except Euripides.
From whom I too have copied many gallant feats and sung them:

Of Patrokles, and them of Troy, a lion-hearted nation,
To stir a man at bugle-call to deeds of emulation.
But Phaedras—no, nor Sthenobees of reputations shady;
And none can say I e’er portrayed the amours of a lady.

EUR. (Scornfully.) You never dealt with Aphrodite!

AESCH. Nor, God help me, shall I!
But over you and yours, you know, she ruled tyrannically,
So that she laid you low yourself.\(^1\)

DI. A hit, by Jove! it’s true, sir;
You marred the lives of others’ wives, and that’s come back on you, sir!

EUR. What damage yet doth Athens get from all my Sthenoboeas?

AESCH. The noble wives of noble men you’ve filled with vile ideas,

From shame at your Bellerophons, the hemlock-habit’s taking.

EUR. D’you mean to say the Phaedra story’s one of my own making?

AESCH. Oh no; but if there’s wickedness, the poet should conceal it,

\(^1\) Referring to his troubles with his wife and Kephisophon the actor.
And not parade it on the stage or openly reveal it. When we are boys the schoolmaster can give us all our teaching, But when we come to man's estate the Poets do the preaching; Therefore our lessons must be good.

Eur. But spouting your tremendous Parnassus-Lycabettus stuff will never save or mend us; You ought to speak in human style.

Aesch. But, villain, if you try to Use lofty thought and sentiment, your diction must be high too, And you'd expect that demi-gods would have their phrases bigger Just as they wear the finer clothes, and cut the finer figure. And when I put this on the stage correct in forms and matters, You spoilt it.

Eur. How?

Aesch. By bringing kings in all in rags and tatters To gain compassion.

Eur. What's the harm?

Aesch. Things are at such a pitch, man, That no one will fit out a ship, although he's quite a rich man,
But whines about his "poverty," and wears a ragged garment.

Di. Yes, with a good thick worsted coat beneath, deceitful varmint!
And turns up at the Fish-market when his appeal is granted.

Aesch. And then you taught the talky-talky nonsense that's supplanted
Athletic sports, and made the seamen mutiny—a high time.
They had debating matters with their officers!
In my time

They only understood, I think, what "rations" and "ahoy" meant!

Di. But that's all over; arguing is now their sole employment.

Aesch. Any punishment invented
He deserves who represented
Women wantonness contriving,
In the very temples bearing
Children; others
Even marrying their brothers,
Or declaring
That the living are not living!

Things like this have made our city—
More's the pity—
Overrun of late with ribald
Men who scribbled;
Demagogues with monkey tricks
Getting people in a fix.
So that now you scarcely can
   Find a man
With wind enough to go the pace
And carry his torch all through the race.

Di. Indeed you can't; I nearly died
Of laughing last Athenastide,
When a slow short-winded man
Far behind the others ran,
Grey-haired, fat, and in great trouble,
Bending himself almost double.

And the Keramicus gentry
Fell upon him in the entry:
As he passed, you saw them spank
   Back and belly, rib and flank,
Till, such heaviness of hand
Being more than he could stand,
He dropped his torch, and in dismay
Puffed it out and ran away.

CHORUS.
Great the day, and great the fray! Now comes
   the climax of the fight.
'Twixt them it is hard to settle:
One can charge, with heavy metal;
One can rally, shilly-shally, sharply face about
   and smite.
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Rest not though on one position,
But deliver from your quiver many a different
shaft of censure;
All your armoury unfold;
Oh! with subtle inquisition
Asking questions new and old.
Were you ever counted clever, now or never
make a venture!
Do you fear the audience here are not up to
your display?
Do you think their skulls are hollow?
That they'll need a crib to follow?
Never mind it, you will find it very much the
other way.
They've been out on foreign service:
Book in hand you see them stand, they can tell
you what is what;
They were always fairly smart,
And to-day their brain and nerve is
Razor-edged, so pluck up heart;
Beyond their depth you cannot step, they're
such a literary lot.

SCENE II.

The testing of the Prologues and Lyrics.

EUR. Well, then, I take his Prologues first to test,
For that comes naturally earliest.
The statement of his subjects is obscure.
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DI. Which will you test?

Eur. Why, lots of them, to be sure. First from the Oresteia kindly read.

DI. Silence in court! Now, Aeschylus, proceed.

Aesch. "Nether-world Hermes, thou beneath whose eye
The Father's powers are placed, oh! grant my prayer,
Be my preserver and ally in fight,
For to this land I come and do return."
Find any faults in that?

Eur. Yes, twelve or more.

DI. Why, all the lines together are but four!

Eur. But each has twenty errors for its share.

Aesch. You know that's nonsense.

Eur. Do you think I care?

DI. Stop, Aeschylus, don't read another line:
It's clear you'll only get an extra fine
For every fresh quotation, and the score
Is running up against you for those four.

Aesch. I stop for him!

DI. That's the advice I've given.

Eur. He starts with a mistake as high as heaven.
Aesch. What's my mistake? I'll thank you to explain.

Eur. Why, certainly! Just say the lines again.

Aesch. "Nether-world Hermes, thou beneath whose eye
The Father's powers are placed, oh! grant my prayer——"

1130
EUR. Does not Orestes say this at the tomb
Of his dead father?

AESCH. So you may presume. 1140

EUR. What does he say there is 'neath Hermes' eye?
His father's murder and wife's treachery?
AESCH. No; 'tis a title of the "Luck-god," rather,
Meaning he holds his office from the Father.
EUR. Then it's a worse fault than I meant to show,
That Zeus above should give him rank below.
DI. He'd be his father's grave-robber at that!
AESCH. (To DI.) Your wine lacks bouquet, and your joke is flat.

DI. Aeschylus, read out what comes next; and you,
With eagle eye, keep the mistakes in view.
AESCH. "Be my preserver and ally in fight,
For to this land I come and do return."
EUR. How he repeats himself, the clever fellow!
AESCH. Repeat myself! How?

EUR. Look at the phrase, I'll tell you:
He says that he "returned" and that he "came,"
Now, "coming" and "returning" are the same.
DI. By Jove! it's just as if the navvy said,
"Lend me a shovel, Bill, or else a spade."
AESCH. Far from it. Your incessant chattering 1160
Has warped your sense: my lines are just the thing.
DI. On what grounds, tell me.

AESCH. He who has a home,
When he gets back there can be said to "come."
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He simply comes, and nothing else is meant; Both words apply to one in banishment.  
Di. Good! Now, Euripides, for your attack.  
Eur. Legally, I say, he never did come back,  
For he stole in without the Government's leave.  
Di. Good too! But what you mean I can't conceive.  
Eur. Next line, please.  
Di. Yes, make haste, for goodness' sake  
Go on; and you—look out for the mistake!  
Aesch. "And at this barrow on my sire I call  
To hear and listen."  
Eur. There he goes again!  
"Listen" and "hear" are just the same, that's plain.  
Aesch. You idiot! he was talking to the dead,  
And they can't hear a thing, though three times said.  
But how d'you write your Prologues?  
Eur. You shall see;  
And if you notice a tautology,  
Any extraneous matter, or a trace  
Of padding, then—conspuez in my face!  
Di. Do say one; I am dying for a sight  
Of the correctness of the lines you write.  
Eur. "A happy man was Oedipus at first—"1  
Aesch. Not he, by Jove! but utterly accurst:  

1 From the Antigone of Euripides.
Doomed ere his birth the oracle to fulfil,
And, yet unborn, I say, his sire to kill,
How was he, then, a happy man at first?
EUR. "Then fell at last into the very worst
Misfortune."

AESCH. No, not he! he never rose
Out of it. First, an infant, they expose
Him in a bit of crockery in a storm,
Not to grow up and do his father harm;
And after that, with both his ankles swelling,
He drifts away to Polybus’s dwelling;
Then marries an old woman in his prime—
And she was his own mother all the time—
Then blinds himself.

DI. He was happy after all,
Compared with an Athenian admiral!¹
EUR. Nonsense! I think my Prologues very fine.
AESCH. Well, I won’t nibble at them line by line,
But, with the help of Heaven for the task,
I’ll overthrow them with a pocket flask.

EUR. A pocket flask! you! mine!

AESCH. Yes, one will do ’t;
For any trisyllabic word will suit
With your constructions, as—a counterpane,
A pocket book or flask; I’ll make it plain
Directly.

¹ Erasinides and the others who were executed after the victory of Arginusae.
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EUR. Eh? you will?

AESCH. Most certainly.

DI. Recite the lines at once and let us see.

EUR. "Egyptus, as the ancient story goes,
    Bringing his fifty sons across the wave
    And reaching Argos——" \(^1\)

AESCH. "Lost his pocket flask."

EUR. Was that your pocket flask? Confound it, then!

DI. Recite another and let’s try again.

EUR. "Dionysus, who adown Parnassus’ slopes, \(1210\)
    With wand and fawnskins ‘mid the torches’ gleam,
    Leaps in the dances——" \(^2\)

AESCH. "Lost his pocket flask."

DI. Oh dear! the flask again! we’re badly hit.

EUR. But I assure you ’twill not matter a bit;
    Here’s one in which he cannot make it fit—
    “No mortal man there is in all things blest:
    Either with noble birth he lives in want,
    Or being base-born——" \(^3\)

AESCH. "Lost his pocket flask."

DI. Euripides!

EUR. What is it?

DI. Shorten sail. \(1220\)

This pocket flask is like to blow a gale.

EUR. I should not heed it—no, by mother earth!
    I’ll show him now how little it is worth.

\(^1\) From the Archelaus. \(^2\) From the Hypsipyle.
\(^3\) From the Stenoboea.
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DI. Well, try again, and give it a wide berth.
EUR. “Kadmus, when leaving the Sidonian town,
    Son of Agenor——”¹
    AESCH. “Lost his pocket flask.”
DI. That flask, my friend, I think you’d better buy,
    Or it will ruin all our Prologues.
     EUR. Why?
    I buy it from him?
    DI. Good counsel.
       EUR. I refuse it.
    I’ve lots of Prologues where he cannot use it. 1230
    “The son of Tantalus to Pisa coming
    With his swift horses——”²
    AESCH. “Lost his pocket flask.”
DI. He’s made it fit again, you must allow.
    (To AESCH.) Good sir, restore it to him, anyhow;
    You’ll get another beauty for a penny!
EUR. Not yet, by Jove! I’ve still got a good many.
    “Oeneus in harvest——”³
    AESCH. “Lost his pocket flask.”
EUR. Do let me say the whole line, if you please.
    “Oeneus in harvest gathering plenteous store 1240
    While sacrificing——”
    AESCH. “Lost his pocket flask.”
DI. While he was at it? Where were the police?
EUR. Never mind them. Answer this once again—
    “Zeus, as the words of all true men maintain——”⁴

¹ From the Phrixus.  ² From the Iphigeneia in Tauris.
³ From the Meleager.  ⁴ From the Melanippe.
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Di. Oh, stop! He'll say "he lost his flask" and do you.
That wretched flask sticks just as closely to you,
As any styre sticks on an eyelid. Take
The Lyrics for a change, for goodness' sake!
EUR. Well, I can prove that here too he's a slattern,
And writes them all upon a single pattern. 1250
CHORUS. (In surprise.)
What will come next?
Here's a perplexed
Question for us to debate,—
What Euripides
Fancies that he's
Able to depreciate
In the Lyrics of one
Who is second to none,
Unique, unapproachable, great.
What mud will he fling
At Tragedy's king?
I tremble to think of his fate. 1260
EUR. Mighty fine songs, indeed! I'll show you soon;
I'll cut them all down to a single tune.
Di. Look here, I'll keep the score, if I am able,
With a few counters borrowed from the table.
EUR. "Hear'st thou, Achilles, the clamour of fight and the trumpet?
Blow! Lackaday, why comest thou not to defend us?
Hermes our sire we revere who dwell by the shores of Avernus.

Blow! Lackaday, why comest thou not to defend us?"

Di. Aeschylus, there are two "blows" to your score.


Blow! Lackaday, why comest thou not to defend us?"

Di. Aeschylus, there is another "blow" more.

Eur. "Speak not aloud! The bee-priestesses open the portals of Artemis' temple.

Blow! Lackaday, why comest thou not to defend us?

Lord of my song, I can tell of the omens that fell on the journey.

Blow! Lackaday, why comest thou not to defend us?"

Di. Great Zeus! a sheer extravagance of "blow"!

I've quite lost count. I've got a strain, I know;
A bath and massage is the thing I want. 1281

[Makes as if he was going away.

Eur. No! wait and listen to the "standing chant"

As well, worked up with string accompaniment.

Di. All right; but, mind you, no more punishment.

Eur. "How the two-throned might of Achaea, of Hellas's offspring,

Tiddle-diddle! tiddle-diddle!
Sendeth the Sphinx as a shameless ordainer of evil,
    Tiddle-diddle! tiddle-diddle!
Furious bird with the spear and the hand of avengers,
    Tiddle-diddle! tiddle-diddle!  
Giving a meal to the ravening hounds of the heavens,
    Tiddle-diddle! tiddle-diddle!
And the host that is siding with Ajax.
    Tiddle-diddle! tiddle-diddle!"

Di. What's "Tiddle-diddle"? Is it Persian talk,
Or did you pick it up at some rope-walk?

Aesch. Scoff as you please! I brought the lyric rhyme
    From noble sources to a noble prime,
Nor wished to trespass on the holy ground
    Where Phrynichus his music erst had found;  
Euripides, however, is not nice,
He gets his repertoire from haunts of vice,
    Meletus' drinking-songs, the trills and shakes
Of Carian flutes, from Music Halls and wakes.
I'll soon expose him. Let me have a zither—
And yet, for him the castanets were fitter!
Hither, Euripidean muse, and see
How well these songs will suit your company.

[An ill-favoured person with large feet
    comes forward with the castanets.

Di. She never played the wanton, no, not she!
She's just about as ugly as can be.
Aesch. "Halcyon dickies that twitter and sing\(^1\)

On the waves of the restless blue,

(Castanets.)  (Tuk-a-tuk !)

Drenching your skins with sprinkling wing
And wetting them through and through.

(Tuk-a-tuk !)

Ye spi-i-i-iders that under the roof

(Tuk-a-tuk ! tuk-a-tuk !) in the gloom

Of the corners are spi-i-i-inning your woof,

The work of the musical loom;

Where the porpoise comes round at the bo'sun's

shrill sound

To the dingy black bows, and in fun

(Tuk-a-tuk !)

Flings up to the ship a prophetical tip\(^2\)

On the number of miles of the run.

(Tuk-a-tuk !)

Oh, the flower of the vine and the tendril fine
That eases our cares and alarms!

(Tuk-a-tuk !)

Oh, the bloom and the shape of the glorious grape!

Throw round me, childie, your arms——"

\(^1\) These Lyrics are not selections from Euripides, as the former were from Aeschylus, but pure inventions, by way of parody, with an occasional line or reminiscence of a line from some play, with faults of all kinds in them.

\(^2\) This mention of "racecourses and prophecies" in combination, which most commentators consider sheer intentional nonsense, may be taken as the only allusion to sporting prophecies in the classics, if it is not only prophetical itself. To anyone who has been on an ocean liner the convenience of such behaviour on the part of the porpoise is obvious.
D'you see that foot?
   Dr. Yes; it's an awful sight.
   Aesch. I don't mean hers, but in the verse.
   Dr. All right.
Aesch. So much for Choral Lyrics. Now to show
The way one of his Monodies would go. 1330
O murky night, shrouded in gloom,
Say why didst thou send to my room
   Out of the dark a nightmare dread,
   Clad in black garments like the dead—
      A minister of death
   With breathless breath,
   Child of black night,
   A shuddering sight
   With bloody, bloody looks
   And talons long as hooks?
Maidens, light a lamp, I pray;
   From the river where you've brought a
   Pitcher full, go, warm the water,
And I'll wash the dream away.
   By the God of storm and thunder!
      That's it, I see.
   Neighbours come and see the wonder—
      Gone is Glyce!
   And my cock she did "convey"!
   Mountain Nymphs, to you I pray!
O Mania,\(^1\) catch her! And I, to my pain,
   Was closely attending to business instead;

\(^1\) A common name for a female slave.
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My fingers were twirling a spindle of thread
And making a be-e-e-eautiful skein
   To sell in the mark-
et when it got dark.
But he flew up, up, up, in the air
   With the fairy-like tip of his wing,
And left me below with care, yea, care,
   And tears I shed, I
   Shed tears from my eye,
   Shed tears from my eye, poor thing!

Sons of Ida, men of Crete,
Take your arrows, I entreat,
With limber stride patrol the grounds;
   And may Artemis the fair
Come and bring her pack of hounds
   And search the house through everywhere.
And thou too, brandishing in thy nimble hands,
Hekate, daughter of Zeus, two burning brands,
   Give me light on the road
To Glyce's abode,
That I may enter in and see
If she has got my stolen property.

DI. Enough of Lyrics!
AESCH. (With disgust.) I should say it is!
   I want to take him to the balances,
Which is the only way to bring conviction,
By proving our respective weight of diction.
DI. Come here, then, if I really must try these
   Two poets like a man that's selling cheese.
CHORUS. Geniuses do take such pains!
   No one else would have the brains
   'To invent a fresh commodity
   Full of such new-fangled oddity.
   By the ——! if a casual man
   Had informed me of this plan,
   I'd not have believed him, I'd
   Have taken for granted that he lied!

SCENE III.

SCENE: The weighing. A large pair of scales is brought into court; DIONYSUS is standing beside them.

DI. Now then, you two stand by the scales!
   EUR. All right.

DI. Take hold of them, and each in turn recite,
   And don't let go till I say "Tck, tck!"
   EUR. Yes.

   [They each take hold of their scale.

DI. Now speak your line into the balances.
   EUR. "Oh that the good ship Argo ne'er had flown!"¹
   AESCH. "Spercheius river, where the oxen stray."²

   [AESCHYLUS' scale drops.

DI. Tck, tck! let go! Yes, this one certainly
   Has gone right down.
   EUR. But why? I cannot see.

DI. Because he, like a man that deals in wool,
   Put in a river; rivers make it full

¹ From Medea. ² From Philoktetes (?).
Of water; that, you know, gives weight to things.
The line you put was light with feathery wings.

**EUR.** Let’s speak another and match weight for weight.

**DI.** Catch hold again, then.

**EUR.** Ready all.

**DI.** Now say it. 1390

**EUR.** “Persuasion hath no temple save the tongue.”¹

**AESCH.** “Of all the gods Death only loves not gifts.”²

[AESCHYLUS’ scale drops.]

**DI.** Let go, let go! Yes, down again his goes:
He put in Death, the heaviest of woes.

**EUR.** Persuasion I; what better could you find?

**DI.** Oh, that’s a flimsy thing without a mind!
But look another of your heavy weights out
To pull your scale down, something large and stout.

**EUR.** *(Rather nervously to Dionysus.)*

What sort of thing had I best say? Won’t you
Make a suggestion?

*(DI. Sarcastically.)* Oh yes, this will do—
“Achilles threw two singles and a four.”³ 1400

Speak, for the third time, your last chance to score.

**EUR.** “The iron-sheathed log in his right hand he took.”⁴

**AESCH.** “For chariot heaped on chariot, corpse on
corpse.”⁵  

[AESCHYLUS’ scale drops.

¹ From Antigone. Next line: “Her altar is within the soul of man.”
² From Niobe. Next line: “Before him only is Persuasion dumb.”
³ From Telephus.
⁴ From Meleager.
⁵ From Glaucus Potniesus.
Di. This time as well he’s fooled you.

Eur. How d’you mean?

Di. He put two chariots and two corpses in—
   Too heavy for a hundred Fellaheen.
Aesch. Let’s have no more of single lines, but put
   Him in, child, wife—Kephisophon to boot—
   And let him take his books down from the shelf
   And pile them in, and sit on top himself!
   And I’ll put just two verses by their side.

Di. (To himself.)
   The men are friends of mine. I’ll not decide.
   When you’re impartial it is hard to judge,¹
   And against neither will I feel a grudge,
   For one I like, and one I think is clever.

Pluto. So, after all, you’ll fail in your endeavour!

Di. (To Pluto.) If I decide?

Pl. You shall take one of these,
   Not to be disappointed, which you please.

Di. Thanks. (To the poets.) Listen now, think over
   your reply;
   I came down here to fetch a poet.

Eur. Why?

Di. That Athens and the Drama both may thrive.
   Now all depends on what advice you give; ¹
   Whichever gives the best I mean to take.
   First about Alkibiades—state your views,

¹ Cases in law at Athens were decided mostly by sentiment, the
   evidence being of quite secondary importance.
For Athens is in hard labour what to say.

PL. What is her own opinion of him, pray?

DI. She loves, and hates, and cannot do without him. Now, both of you, say what you think about him.

EUR. "I hate a citizen by nature slow
    To help his country, swift to work her woe,
    Keen to his own, to her best interests blind."

DI. Good. (To AESCH.) Now, sir, what suggestion can you find?

AESCH. "Rear not a lion's whelp within the state;
    But if you do, knock under and obey it!"

DI. By Zeus! I can't make up my mind, not nearly:
    This one\(^1\) speaks cleverly, the other\(^2\) clearly.
    So I'll put one more question. Answer me!
    What chance has Athens of prosperity?

EUR. I know, and I should like to tell you.  

DI. Speak!

EUR. When present faithlessness for faith we take,
    And faith for faithlessness.

DI. What can you mean?
    Talk far less learnedly and far more plain.

EUR. Our safety lies in this: to take away
    Our confidence from those we trust to-day,
    And use the men we have not used of late.
    Our present plans not being fortunate,
    Their opposite are bound to bring success.

DI. A Palamedes! Oh, what cleverness!

(To AESCH.) What's your advice?

\(^1\) Euripides. \(^2\) Aeschylus.
THE FROGS

Aesch. What is the city's mood? First tell me this. Whom does she use? The good?
Di. Hates them like poison.
Aesch. Does she like the ill?
Di. Not she, but uses them against her will.
Aesch. Nothing can stop her going to the bad, If neither party suits her—shawl nor plaid!
Di. Discover something, that is, if you want To reappear there; otherwise you shan't. 1460
Aesch. I'd tell it there, but do not care to here.
Di. Please don't. Send up to them some word of cheer.
Aesch. Count they the enemy's land their own to be, And give their own up to the enemy, Count ships their income, and their income waste.
Di. Good. Yet the jurymen secure a taste. 1
Pl. Decide.

Di. I have decided. Have you guessed? I will select—"the one my soul likes best." 2
Eur. Remember what a solemn oath you swore To take me back. I was your friend before. 1470
Di. "My tongue hath sworn, but 3 I'll choose—" Aeschylus.
Eur. What have you done, you villain! Scandalous!
Di. (Innocently.) I've only given Aeschylus first place.
Eur. And then you dare to look me in the face!

1 i.e. The jurymen won't think it waste. They will swallow up all that is available in fees. 2 Quoting a children's game.
3 Quoting from Hippolytus: "My tongue hath sworn it, but my soul is free" (cf. line 101).
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DI. (Blandly.) "What's villainy, if the audience think it well?"*1

EUR. Wretch, will you leave me dead down here in Hell?

DI. (Sarcastically.)

"Who knows if living is not being dead,"*2
A breath your dinner,*3 sleep a feather-bed?

PL. Go inside, Dionysus.

DI. Wherefore, pray?

PL. That I may feast you ere you sail away.

DI. Thanks, that is quite a good idea, you know. 1480

(To the audience.)

I'm not displeased the matter's ended so. [Exeunt.

CHORUS. Happy is the man who plies

Natural abilities

Until a measure of perfection they attain.

Many things will go to show it:

He has proved himself the Poet,

So that now he's off to see his home again;

He himself and all his nation,

Every friend and each relation,

Reap the profit of his cultivated brain. 1490

What a blessed thing that he's

Not a friend of Socrates,

To be sitting by him, chattering all day,

*1 Quoting from Aëolus: "What's villainy, if the doers think it well?"

*2 Quoting from the Polyidas:—

"Who knows if living is not being dead,
While death is reckoned life by those below?"

The sentiment is alluded to in lines 1080 and 420.

*3 There is a pun in the original which is lost in the English; but the reference is to Euripides' invocation to "soul sustaining air" in line 1092.
THE FROGS

And in execrable taste
Passing over as misplaced
What is really most important in the play!
But composing useless essays
On fine words and quibbling messes
Is a lunatic's performance I should say.

SCENE IV.

SCENE: PLUTO enthroned. DIONYSUS, AESCHYLUS, and XANTHIAS prepared to depart.

PL. Aeschylus, good luck, farewell!
Keep our city 'neath the spell
Of sound advice, and educate
The foolish ones—they're half the state.
And take these with you: give this knife
To Kleophon to end his life.
Here's a rope, which may afford
Entertainment to the Board,
Where, to get both ends to meet,
Nikomachus and Myrmex cheat.
Here is hemlock, which I think
Archenomus will like to drink.
Tell them to get under weigh
And come to me without delay.
If they stay or look behind them,
Loitering when I command them,
By Apollo! I will bind them
And like runaways will brand them;
With Adeimantus the white feather
I'll send them all to Hell together.
Aesch. I will do so. Will you please
Give my chair to Sophokles
To keep, in case the Fates ordain
I ever come down here again.
Sophokles—for him I reckoned
Certainly to be my second.
But remember, I entreat,
That that dirty, lying cheat
Chair of mine must never fill,
No, not even against his will!

Pl. Let the sacred torches blaze,
    Be his escort on the road,
    To his own great music raise
    Echoes of a choral ode.

[Chorus comes forward waving torches
    as the actors go off.]

Chorus. First may all happiness shine on the path
    of the poet returning,
Rising again to the Sunlight, O grant it ye spirits of Earth!
Then to our city the key to the glory for which she is yearning,
Stilling the clashing of armour and banishing hardship and dearth.
Let Kleophon and the others who with him for battle are burning
Fight, if they please, far away in the barbarous land of his birth.
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J. G. Millais. THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS, President of the Royal Academy. By his Son, J. G. MILLAIS. With 319 Illustrations, of which 9 are in Photogravure. Second Edition. 2 vols, Royal 8vo, 32s. net.

Of unusual interest and charm, as manly, unaffected, and simple, as was Millais himself.—Daily Chronicle.

The illustrations make the book delightful to handle or to read. The eye lingers lovingly upon the beautiful pictures.—Standard.

This charming book is a gold mine of good things.—Daily News.

This splendid work.—World.

Deserves an honoured place on every bookshelf.—Pall Mall Gazette.

Of such absorbing interest is it, of such completeness in scope and beauty. Special tribute must be paid to the extraordinary completeness of the illustrations.—Graphic.


The main feature of this gorgeous volume is its great wealth of beautiful photogravures and finely-executed wood engravings, constituting a complete pictorial chronicle of Napoleon I.'s personal history from the days of his early childhood at Ajaccio to the date of his second interment.—Daily Telegraph.


Morris Fuller. THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF JOHN DAVEN- ANT, D.D. (1571-1641), Bishop of Salisbury. By MORRIS FULLER, B.D. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

J. M. Rigg. ST. ANSELM OF CANTERBURY: A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF RELIGION. By J. M. Rigg. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

F. W. Joyce. THE LIFE OF SIR FREDERICK GORE OUSE- LEY. By F. W. Joyce, M.A. 7s. 6d.


It is long since we had a biography with such delights of substance and of form. Such a book is a pleasure for the day, and a joy for ever.—Daily Chronicle.

C. Waldstein. JOHN RUSKIN, By CHARLES WALDSTEIN, M.A. With a Photogravure Portrait, Post 8vo. 5s.


The book lays good claim to high rank among our biographies. It is excellently, even lovingly, written.—Scotsman.


A completely new edition of the well known biography of R. S. Hawker.
Travel, Adventure and Topography

Sven Hedin. THROUGH ASIA. By Sven Hedin, Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society. With 300 Illustrations from Sketches and Photographs by the Author, and Maps. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 20s. net. 'One of the greatest books of the kind issued during the century. It is impossible to give an adequate idea of the richness of the contents of this book, nor of its abounding attractions as a story of travel unsurpassed in geographical and human interest. Much of it is a revelation. Altogether the work is one which in solidity, novelty, and interest must take a first rank among publications of its class.'—Times.

F. H. Skrine and E. D. Ross. THE HEART OF ASIA. By F. H. Skrine and E. D. Ross. With Maps and many Illustrations by Verestchagin. Large Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. net. 'This volume will form a landmark in our knowledge of Central Asia... Illuminating and convincing. For the first time we are enabled clearly to understand not only how Russia has established her rule in Central Asia, but what that rule actually means to the Central Asian peoples. This book is not only felix opportunitate, but of enduring value.'—Times.

R. E. Peary. NORTHWARD OVER THE GREAT ICE. By R. E. Peary, Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society. With over 800 Illustrations, 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 32s. net. 'His book will take its place among the permanent literature of Arctic exploration.'—Times.

E. A. FitzGerald. THE HIGHEST ANDES. By E. A. FitzGerald. With 2 Maps, 51 Illustrations, 13 of which are in Photogravure, and a Panorama. Royal 8vo. 30s. net. Also a Small Edition on Hand-made Paper, limited to 50 Copies, 40s. £5. 5s.

'A we have nothing but praise for Mr. FitzGerald's admirable narrative. A book which is not only popular in the best sense of the word, but is a permanent and solid contribution to the literature of mountaineering.'—Times.

'The record of the first ascent of the highest mountain yet conquered by mortal man. A volume which will continue to be the classic book of travel on this region of the Andes. The photographs are admirably reproduced, and the book is got up with a care and finish worthy of so great a subject.'—Daily Chronicle.

F. W. Christian. THE CAROLINE ISLANDS. By F. W. Christian. With many Illustrations and Maps. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net. 'A real contribution to our knowledge of the peoples and islands of Micronesia, as well as fascinating as a narrative of travels and adventure.'—Scotsman.


L. Decle. THREE YEARS IN SAVAGE AFRICA. By Lionel Decle. With 100 Illustrations and 5 Maps. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net. 'Its bright pages give a better general survey of Africa from the Cape to the Equator than any single volume that has yet been published.'—Times.

A. Hulme Beaman. TWENTY YEARS IN THE NEAR EAST. By A. Hulme Beaman. Demy 8vo. With Portrait. 10s. 6d.

Henri of Orleans. FROM TONKIN TO INDIA. By Prince Henri of Orleans. Translated by Hamley Bent, M.A. With 100 Illustrations and a Map. Cr. 4to. gilt top. 25s.

S. L. Hinde. THE FALL OF THE CONGO ARABS. By S. L. Hinde. With Plans, etc. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

A. St. H. Gibbons. EXPLORATION AND HUNTING IN CENTRAL AFRICA. By Major A. St. H. Gibbons. With full-page Illustra-
With numerous Plans and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s. 'The chapters are delightfully fresh, very informing, and lightened by many a good story. A delightful fireside companion.'—St. James's Gazette.


S. Baring Gould. FREAKS OF FANATICISM. By S. BARING GOULD. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

S. Baring Gould. A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG: English Folk Songs with their Traditional Melodies. Collected and arranged by S. BARING GOULD and H. F. SHEPPARD. Demy 4to. 6s.


'A rich collection of humour, pathos, grace, and poetic fancy.'—Saturday Review.


S. Baring Gould. STRANGE SURVIVALS AND SUPERSTITIONS. By S. BARING GOULD. Cr. 8vo. Second Edition. 6s.


Cotton Minchin. OLD HARROW DAYS. By J. G. COTTON MINCHIN. Cr. 8vo. Second Edition. 5s.


E. V. Zenker. ANARCHISM. By E. V. ZENKER. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

'Herr Zenker has succeeded in producing a careful and critical history of the growth of Anarchist theory.

A. Silva White. THE EXPANSION OF EGYPT: A Political and Historical Survey. By A. SILVA WHITE. With four Special Maps. Demy 8vo. 15s. net.

This is an account of the political situation in Egypt, and an elaborate description of the Anglo-Egyptian Administration. It is a comprehensive treatment of the whole Egyptian problem by one who has studied every detail on the spot.

'A most valuable book of reference. It is wonderfully complete and up-to-date. It traces the historic evolution of the existing state of things.'—Daily Chronicle.

'A very able and elaborate work.'—Manchester Guardian.

'This is emphatically the best account of Egypt as it is under English control that has been published for many years.'—Spectator.

Peter Beckford. THOUGHTS ON HUNTING. By PETER BECKFORD. Edited by J. OTTO PAGET, and Illustrated by G. H. JALLAND. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

This edition of one of the most famous classics of sport contains an introduction and many footnotes by Mr. Paget, and is thus brought up to the standard of modern knowledge.

'Beckford's "Thoughts on Hunting" has long been a classic with sportsmen, and the present edition will go far to make it a favourite with lovers of literature.'—Speaker.

H. G. Hutchinson. THE GOLFING PILGRIM. By HORACE G. HUTCHINSON. Crown 8vo. 6s.

'Without this book the golfer's library will be incomplete.'— Pall Mall Gazette.

J. Wells. OXFORD AND OXFORD LIFE. By Members of the University. Edited by J. WELLS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Wadham College. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

'We congratulate Mr. Wells on the production of a readable and intelligent account of Oxford as it is at the present time, written by persons who are possessed of a close acquaintance with the system and life of the University.'—Athenaeum.
C. G. Robertson. VOCES ACADEMICÆ. By C. Grant Robertson, M.A., Fellow of All Souls', Oxford. With a Frontispiece. Pott 8vo. 3s. 6d. 'Decidedly clever and amusing.'—Athenaeum.

Rosemary Cotes. DANTE'S GARDEN. By Rosemary Cotes. With a Frontispiece. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Leather, 3s. 6d. net. 'A charming collection of legends of the flowers mentioned by Dante.'—Academy.

Clifford Harrison. READING AND READERS. By Clifford Harrison. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 'An extremely sensible little book.'—Manchester Guardian.


J. S. Shedlock. THE PIANOFORTE SONATA: Its Origin and Development. By J. S. Shedlock. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 'This work should be in the possession of every musician and amateur. A concise and lucid history and a very valuable work for reference.'—Athenaeum.

A. Hulme Beaman. PONS ASINORUM; OR, A GUIDE TO BRIDGE. By A. Hulme Beaman. Fcp 8vo. 2s. A practical guide, with many specimen games, to the new game of Bridge.

E. M. Bowdén. THE EXAMPLE OF BUDDHA: Being Quotations from Buddhist Literature for each Day in the Year. Compiled by E. M. Bowdén. Third Edition. 16mo. 2s. 6d.

Philosophy

L. T. Hobhouse. THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. By L. T. Hobhouse, Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford. Demy 8vo. 21s. 'The most important contribution to English philosophy since the publication of Mr. Bradley's "Appearance and Reality."'—Glasgow Herald. 'A brilliantly written volume.'—Times.

W. H. Fairbrother. THE PHILOSOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. By W. H. Fairbrother, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. 'In every way an admirable book.'—Glasgow Herald.


Theology

W. R. Inge. CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM. The Bampton Lectures for 1899. By W. R. Inge, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Hertford College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net. A complete survey of the subject from St. John and St. Paul to modern times, covering the Christian Platonists, Augustine, the Devotional Mystics, the Medieval Mystics, and the Nature Mystics and Symbolists, including Böhme and Wordsworth. 'An able discussion of a very important subject.'—Glasgow Herald. 'It is fully worthy of the best traditions connected with the Bampton Lectureship.'—Record.
# Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

## The Churchman's Library

**General Editor, J. H. Burn, B.D., Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Aberdeen.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Beginnings of English Christianity.</strong></td>
<td>W. E. Collins, M.A.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.</td>
<td>An excellent example of thorough and fresh historical work. — <em>Guardian.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Kingdom of Heaven Here and Hereafter.</strong></td>
<td>Canon Winterbotham, M.A., B.Sc., LL.B.</td>
<td><em>C. 8vo. 3s. 6d.</em></td>
<td>A most able book, at once exceedingly thoughtful and richly suggestive. — <em>Glasgow Herald.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians.</strong></td>
<td>A. W. Robinson, Vicar of All Hallows, Barking.</td>
<td>Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d. net. Leather, 2s. 6d. net.</td>
<td>The most attractive, sensible, and instructive manual for people at large, which we have ever seen. — <em>Church Gazette.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecclesiastes.</strong></td>
<td>A. W. Streane, D.D.</td>
<td>Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d. net. Leather, 2s. 6d. net.</td>
<td>Scholarly, suggestive, and particularly interesting. — <em>Bookman.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## The Churchman's Bible

**General Editor, J. H. Burn, B.D.**

Messrs. Methuen are issuing a series of expositions upon most of the books of the Bible. The volumes will be practical and devotional, and the text of the authorised version is explained in sections, which will correspond as far as possible with the Church Lectionary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Epistle of St. Paul.</strong></td>
<td>A. W. Robinson, Vicar of All Hallows, Barking.</td>
<td>Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d. net. Leather, 2s. 6d. net.</td>
<td>The new “Library of Devotion” is excellent. — <em>The Bishop of Peterborough.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Confessions of St. Augustine.</strong></td>
<td>C. Bigg, D.D., late Student of Christ Church.</td>
<td>Second Edition.</td>
<td>The translation is an excellent piece of English, and the introduction is a masterly exposition. We augur well of a series which begins so satisfactorily. — <em>Times.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
'The volume is very prettily bound and printed, and may fairly claim to be an advance on any previous editions.'—Guardian.

A practically new translation of this book, which the reader has, almost for the first time, exactly in the shape in which it left the hands of the author.
'A nearer approach to the original than has yet existed in English.'—Academy.

A BOOK OF DEVOTIONS. By J. W. Stanbridge, B.D., Rector of Bainton, Canon of York, and sometime Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford.
It is probably the best book of its kind. It deserves high commendation.'—Church Gazette.


A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY LIFE. By William Law. Edited, with an Introduction, by C. Bigg, D.D., late Student of Christ Church.
This is a reprint, word for word and line for line, of the Editio Princeps.

This edition contains Walton's Life of Herbert, and the text is that of the first edition.
'As neat and desirable an edition of the work as can be found.'—Scotsman.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. Beeching, M.A. With Portraits, Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

A series of short biographies of the most prominent leaders of religious life and thought of all ages and countries.

The following are ready—

CARDINAL NEWMAN. By R. H. Hutton.

JOHN WESLEY. By J. H. Overton, M.A.

BISHOP WILBERFORCE. By G. W. Daniell, M.A.

CARDINAL MANNING. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.

CHARLES SIMEON. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.

JOHN KEBLE. By Walter Lock, D.D.

THOMAS CHALMERS. By Mrs. Oliphant.

LANCELOT ANDREWES. By R. L. Ottley, M.A.

AUGUSTINE OF CANTERBURY. By E. L. Cutts, D.D.

WILLIAM LAUD. By W. H. Hutton, B.D.

JOHN KNOX. By F. MacCunn.

JOHN HOWE. By R. F. Horton, D.D.

BISHOP KEN. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.

GEORGE FOX, THE QUAKER. By T. Hodgkin, D.C.L.

JOHN DONNE. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.

THOMAS CRANMER. By A. J. Mason.

BISHOP LATIMER. By R. M. Carlyle and A. J. Carlyle, M.A.

Other volumes will be announced in due course.
Fiction

SIX SHILLING NOVELS

Marie Corelli's Novels

Crown 8vo. 6s. each.


VENDETTA. Fifteenth Edition.

THELMA. Twenty-first Edition.


WORMWOOD. Ninth Edition.


'The tender reverence of the treatment and the imaginative beauty of the writing have reconciled us to the daring of the conception, and the conviction is forced on us that even so exalted a subject cannot be made too familiar to us, provided it be presented in the true spirit of Christian faith. The amplifications of the Scripture narrative are often conceived with high poetic insight, and this "Dream of the World's Tragedy" is a lofty and not inadequate paraphrase of the supreme climax of the inspired narrative."—Dublin Review.


'A very powerful piece of work... The conception is magnificent, and is likely to win an abiding place within the memory of man... The author has immense command of language, and a limitless audacity... This interesting and remarkable romance will live long after much of the ephemeral literature of the day is forgotten... A literary phenomenon... novel, and even sublime,'—W. T. STEAD in the Review of Reviews.

Anthony Hope's Novels

Crown 8vo. 6s. each.


'A very remarkable book, deserving of critical analysis impossible within our limit; brilliant, but not superficial; well considered, but not elaborated; constructed with the proverbial art that conceals, but yet allows itself to be enjoyed by readers to whom fine literary method is a keen pleasure.'—The World.

A CHANGE OF AIR. Fifth Edition.

'A graceful, vivacious comedy, true to human nature. The characters are traced with a masterly hand.'—Times.

A MAN OF MARK. Fifth Edition.

'Of all Mr. Hope's books, "A Man of Mark" is the one which best compares with "The Prisoner of Zenda."'—National Observer.


'It is a perfectly enchanting story of love and chivalry, and pure romance. The Count is the most constant, desperate, and modest and tender of lovers, a peerless gentleman, an intrepid fighter, a faithful friend, and a magnanimous foe.'—Guardian.


'The tale is thoroughly fresh, quick with vitality, stirring the blood.'—St. James's Gazette.

'From cover to cover "Phroso" not only engages the attention, but carries the reader in little whirls of delight from adventure to adventure.'—Academy.
'A brilliant novel. The story is rapid and most excellently told. As for the hero, he is a perfect hero of romance.'—Athenaeum.  
'There is searching analysis of human nature, with a most ingeniously constructed plot. Mr. Hope has drawn the contrasts of his women with marvellous subtlety and delicacy.'—Times.

'In elegance, delicacy, and tact it ranks with the best of his novels, while in the wide range of its portraiture and the subtility of its analysis it surpasses all his earlier ventures.'—Spectator.  
'A work of art, and of good art.'—Times.  
"The King's Mirror" is a strong book, charged with close analysis and exquisite irony; a book full of pathos and moral fibre— in short, a book to be read."—Daily Chronicle.

Gilbert Parker's Novels  
Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

PIERRE AND HIS PEOPLE. Fifth Edition.  
'Stories happily conceived and finely executed. There is strength and genius in Mr. Parker's style.'—Daily Telegraph.  
'A splendid study of character.'—Athenaeum.  
'A very striking and admirable novel.'—St. James's Gazette.  

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.  
The plot is original and one difficult to work out; but Mr. Parker has done it with great skill and delicacy. The reader who is not interested in this original, fresh, and well-told tale must be a dull person indeed.'—Daily Chronicle.

'A rousing and dramatic tale. A book like this, in which swords flash, great surprises are undertaken, and daring deeds done, in which men and women live and love in the old passionate way, is a joy inexpressible.'—Daily Chronicle.

'Here we find romance—real, breathing, living romance. The character of Valmond is drawn unerringly. The book must be read, we may say re-read, for any one thoroughly to appreciate Mr. Parker's delicate touch and innate sympathy with humanity.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

'The present book is full of fine and moving stories of the great North, and it will add to Mr. Parker's already high reputation.'—Glasgow Herald.

'Mr. Parker seems to become stronger and easier with every serious novel that he attempts. He shows the matured power which his former novels have led us to expect, and has produced a really fine historical novel.'—Athenaeum.  
'A great book.'—Black and White.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES. Second Edition. 3s. 6d.  
'Living, breathing romance, genuine and unforced pathos, and a deeper and more subtle knowledge of human nature than Mr. Parker has ever displayed before. It is, in a word, the work of a true artist.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

'Nothing more vigorous or more human has come from Mr. Gilbert Parker than this novel. It has all the graphic power of his last book, with truer feeling for the romance, both of human life and wild nature. There is no character without its unique and picturesque interest. Mr. Parker's style, especially his descriptive style, has in this book, perhaps even more than elsewhere, aptness and vitality.'—Literature.
To say that a book is by the author of "Mehalab" is to imply that it contains a story cast on strong lines, containing dramatic possibilities, vivid and sympathetic descriptions of Nature, and a wealth of ingenious imagery."—Speaker.

That whatever Mr. Baring Gould writes is well worth reading, is a conclusion that may be very generally accepted. His views of life are fresh and vigorous, his language pointed and characteristic, the incidents of which he makes use are striking and original, his characters are life-like, and though somewhat exceptional people, are drawn and coloured with artistic force. Add to this that his descriptions of scenes and scenery are painted with the loving eyes and skilled hands of a master of his art, that he is always fresh and never dull, and it is no wonder that readers have gained confidence in his power of amusing and satisfying them, and that year by year his popularity widens."—Court Circular.

ARMINELL. Fourth Edition.
KITTEN ALONE. Fifth Edition.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS.
PABO THE PRIEST.

The book is far and away the best view that has been vouchsafed us behind the scenes of the consulting-room."—Illustrated London News.

'Every one who reads books at all must read this thrilling romance, from the first page of which to the last the breathless reader is haled along. An inspiration of manliness and courage."—Daily Chronicle.

Lucas Malet. THE CARISSIMA.
By LUCAS MALET, Author of 'The Wages of Sin,' etc. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

George Gissing. THE TOWN TRAVELLER. By GEORGE GISSING, Author of 'Demos,' 'In the Year of Jubilee,' etc. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.
'Vet is a bright and witty book above all things. Polly Sparkes is a splendid bit of work."—Pall Mall Gazette.
'The spirit of Dickens is in it.'—Bookman.

George Gissing. THE CROWN OF LIFE. By GEORGE GISSING, Author of 'Demos,' 'The Town Traveller,' etc. Crown 8vo. 6s.
'Mr. Gissing is at his best.'—Academy.
'A fine novel.'—Outlook.
'We are looking upon life itself.'—Daily News.

'Full of gallantry and pathos, of the clash
of arms, and brightened by episodes of humour and love. ...'—Westminster Gazette.

S. R. Crockett. THE STANDARD BEARER. By S. R. Crockett. Crown 8vo. 6s.

'A delightful tale.'—Speaker.

'Mr. Crockett at his best.'—Literature.

Arthur Morrison. TALES OF MEAN STREETS. By Arthur Morrison. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'Told with consummate art and extraordinary detail. In the true humanity of the book lies its justification, the permanence of its interest, and its indubitable triumph.'—Athenaum.

'A great book. The author's method is amazingly effective, and produces a thrilling sense of reality. The writer lays upon us a master hand. The book is simply appalling and irresistible in its interest. It is humorous also; without humour it would not make the mark it is certain to make.'—World.


'The book is a masterpiece.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

'Told with great vigour and powerful simplicity.'—Athenaum.

Arthur Morrison. TO LONDON TOWN. By Arthur Morrison, Author of 'Tales of Mean Streets,' etc. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

'We have idyllic pictures, woodland scenes full of tenderness and grace. ... This is the new Mr. Arthur Morrison gracious and tender, sympathetic and human.'—Daily Telegraph.

'The easy swing of detail proclaims the master of his subject and the artist in rendering.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

'Mr. Morrison has broken new ground with admirable success. ... Excellently written and artistically sincere.'—Daily Mail.


'As a piece of literary work this book stands high. It is written by one who has drawn some deep breaths of the divine afflatus.'—M.A.P.

'Passionate, vivid, dramatic.'—Literature.

'It possesses marked qualities, descriptive, and imaginative.'—Morning Post.

'The work of a refined, thoughtful, and cultivated mind.'—British Weekly.


'The story is a very beautiful one, exquisitely told.'—Speaker.

Emily Lawless. HURRISH. By the Honble. Emily Lawless, Author of 'Maelcho,' etc. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


'Arthur Morrison knows exactly what school-boys do, and can lay bare their inmost thoughts; likewise he shows an all-pervading sense of humour.'—Academy.

'An unrestrained fund of humour ripples through every page.'—World.

'Described with delightful spirit and humour.'—Truth.


'An audaciously entertaining volume.'—Spectator.

'Fascinating and entertaining in a supreme degree.'—Daily Mail.


'Vivid and singularly real.'—Scotsman.

Jane Barlow. FROM THE EAST UNTO THE WEST. By Jane Barlow. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Mrs. Caffyn. ANNE MAULEVERER. By Mrs. Caffyn (Iota), Author of 'The Yellow Aster.' Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Benjamin Swift. SIREN CITY. By BENJAMIN SWIFT, Author of 'Nancy
Noon.' Crown 8vo. 6s.

'The Siren City' is certainly his best book, and it is the work of a strong man. It
is sobriety, not only of manner, but of spirit.'—Academy.

J. H. Findlater. THE GREEN GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE. By

'A powerful and vivid story.'—Standard.

'Another beautiful story, sad and strange as truth itself.'—Vanity Fair.

'Very a charming and pathetic tale.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

'Singularly original, clever, and beautiful story.'—Guardian.

'Reveals to us a new writer of indubitable faculty and reserve force.'—Spectator.

'An exquisite idyll, delicate, affecting, and beautiful.'—Black and White.

J. H. Findlater. A DAUGHTER OF STRIFE. By JANE HELEN
FINDLATER. Crown 8vo. 6s.

J. H. Findlater. RACHEL. By JANE H. FINDLATER. Second

'A not unworthy successor to 'The Green Graves of Balgowrie.'—Critic.

Mary Findlater. OVER THE HILLS. By MARY FINDLATER.
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'A strong and wise book of deep insight and unfailing truth.'—Birmingham Post.

Mary Findlater. BETTY MUSGRAVE. By MARY FINDLATER.

'Handed with dignity and delicacy...A most touching story.'—Spectator.

Alfred Ollivant. OWD BOB, THE GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. By
ALFRED OLLIVANT. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'Very, thrilling, strikingly graphic.'—Punch.

'We admire this book...It is one to read with admiration and to praise with
enthusiasm.'—Bookman.

'It is a fine, open-air, blood-stirring book, to be enjoyed by every man and woman
to whom a dog is dear.'—Literature.

B. M. Croker. PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. By B. M. CROKER,

Author of 'Diana Barrington.' Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

'Mrs. Croker excels in the admirably simple, easy, and direct flow of her narrative, the
briskness of her dialogue, and the geni-

ality of her portraiture.'—Spectator.

Mary L. Pendered. AN ENGLISHMAN. By MARY L. PENDERED.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

'Her book is most healthy in tone, and leaves a pleasant taste in the mouth.'—
Pall Mall Gazette.

'A very noble book. It is filled with wisdom and sympathy.'—Literary World.

'At once sound and diverting.'—Academy.

Violet Hunt. THE HUMAN INTEREST. By VIOLET HUNT, Author of 'A Hard Woman,' etc.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

'Very observation and unfailing wit.'—Academy.

'The insight is keen, the irony is deli-
cate.'—World.

A. J. Dawson. DANIEL WHYTE. By A. J. DAWSON, Author of
'Bismilla.' Crown 8vo. 6s.

'A strong and interesting story.'—Manchester Guardian.

'Alive with incident.'—Glasgow Herald.

H. G. Wells. THE STOLEN BALGUS, and other Stories. By

'They are the impressions of a very striking imagination, which, it would seem, has
a great deal within its reach.'—Saturday Review.

H. G. Wells. THE PLATTNER STORY AND OTHERS. By H. G.
Wells. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'Weird and mysterious, they seem to hold
the reader as by a magic spell.'—Scots-
man.

Sara Jeannette Duncan. A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. By SARA
JEANNETTE DUNCAN, Author of 'An American Girl in London.' Illustrat-
ed. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'A most delightfully bright book.'—Daily Telegraph.

'Laughter lurks in every page.'—Daily News.

Sara Jeannette Duncan. THE PATH OF A STAR. By SARA JEANNETTE
DUNCAN, Author of 'A Voyage of
Richness and fullness of local colouring, brilliancy of style, smiling phrases, and the display of very pretty humour are graces which are here in profusion. 'The interest never flags.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

C. F. Keary. THE JOURNALIST. By C. F. KEARY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
'It is rare indeed to find such poetical sympathy with Nature joined to close study of character and singularly truthful dialogue: but then 'The Journalist' is altogether a rare book.'—Athenæum.

'A perpetual feast of epigram and paradox.'—Speaker.

'Full of fire, earnestness, and beauty.'—The World.

The story moves through an atmosphere of heroism and adventure.'—Manchester Guardian.

'An intellectually satisfactory and morally bracing novel.'—Daily Telegraph.

W. E. Norris. HIS GRACE. By W. E. NORRIS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


W. E. Norris. CLARISSA FURIOSA. By W. E. NORRIS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
'As a story it is admirable, as a jeu d'esprit it is capital, as a lay sermon studded with gems of wit and wisdom it is a model.'—The World.

'Clever, bright, and entertaining.'—Vanity Fair.
'We meet real men and women.'—Speaker.
'Interesting, wholesome, and charmingly written.'—Glasgow Herald.


Robert Barr. IN THE MIDST OF ARMS. By ROBERT BARR. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
'A book which has abundantly satisfied us by its capital humour.'—Daily Chronicle.
'Mr. Barr has achieved a triumph.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

'Very much the best novel that Mr. Barr has yet given us. There is much insight in it, and much excellent humour.'—Daily Chronicle.

'Such a tale as Mr. Barr's would ever receive a hearty welcome. Of these medieval romances, which are now gaining ground, 'The Countess Tekla' is the very best we have seen. The story is written in clear English, and a picturesque, moving style.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

Andrew Balfour. BY STROKE OF SWORD. By A. BALFOUR. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A banquet of good things.'—Academy.
'A recital of thrilling interest, told with unflagging vigour.'—Globe.
An unusually excellent example of a semi-historic romance.'—World.

'The marvellous perils through which Allan passes are told in powerful and lively fashion.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

Andrew Balfour. VENGEANCE IS MINE. By ANDREW BALFOUR, Author of 'By Stroke of Sword.' Illustrated, Crown 8vo. 6s.
'A vigorous piece of work, well written, and abounding in stirring incidents.'—Glasgow Herald.

'An unquestionably interesting book. It contains one character, at least, who has in him the root of immortality.'—Pall Mall Gazette.
J. Maclaren Cobban. **THE ANGEL OF THE COVENANT.** By J. Maclaren Cobban. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


‘Graceful and well written.’—Saturday Review.

‘Charmingly told.’—Manchester Guardian.


‘It is full of movement, and the movement is always buoyant.’—Scotsman.

‘A stirring story with plenty of movement.’—Black and White.

R. N. Stephens. **A GENTLEMAN PLAYER.** By R. N. Stephens, Author of ‘An Enemy to the King.’ Crown 8vo. 6s.

‘A bright and spirited romance of adventure, full of movement and changing action.’—Scotsman.


‘The work is undeniably that of a man of striking imagination.’—Daily News.


‘Unusually interesting and full of highly dramatic situations.’—Guardian.


‘A fine, manly, spirited piece of work.’—World.


‘A brave story—brave in deed, brave in word, brave in thought.’—St. James’s Gazette.


‘The very essence of the true romantic spirit.’—Truth.


‘It is a singularly pleasing and eminently wholesome volume, with a decidedly charming note of pathos at various points.’—Athenaeum.

W. C. Scully. **THE WHITE HECATOMB.** By W. C. Scully, Author of ‘Kaffir Stories.’ Cr. 8vo. 6s.

‘Reveals a marvellously intimate understanding of the Kaffir mind.’—African Critic.

W. C. Scully. **BETWEEN SUN AND SAND.** By W. C. Scully, Author of ‘The White Hecatomb.’ Cr. 8vo. 6s.

‘The reader passes at once into the very atmosphere of the African desert: the inexpressible space and stillness swallow him up, and there is no world for him but that immeasurable waste.’—Athenaeum.

**OTHER SIX-SHILLING NOVELS**

**Crown 8vo.**

**THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED.** By Dorothea Gerard.

**SIR ROBERT’S FORTUNE.** By Mrs. Oliphant.

**THE TWO MARYS.** By Mrs. Oliphant.

**THE LADY’S WALK.** By Mrs. Oliphant.

**LONE PINE: A ROMANCE OF MEXICAN LIFE.** By R. B. Townshend.

**WILT THOU HAVE THIS WOMAN?** By J. Maclaren Cobban.

**A PASSIONATE PILGRIM.** By Percy White.

**SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P.** By W. Pett Ridge.

**ADRIAN ROME.** By E. Dawson and A. Moore.

**THE BUILDERS.** By J. S. Fletcher.

**GALLIA.** By Ménie Muriel Dowie.

**THE CROOK OF THE BOUGH.** By Ménie Muriel Dowie.

**A BUSINESS IN GREAT WATERS.** By Julian Corbett.
MISS ERIN. By M. E. Francis.
ANANIAS. By the Hon. Mrs. Alan Brodrick.
CORRAGEEN IN '98. By Mrs. Orpen.
THE PLUNDER PIT. By J. Keighley Snowden.
CROSS TRAILS. By Victor Waite.
SUCCESSORS TO THE TITLE. By Mrs. Walford.
KIRKHAM'S FIND. By Mary Gaunt.
DEADMAN'S. By Mary Gaunt.
CAPTAIN JACOBUS: A ROMANCE OF THE ROAD. By L. Cope Cornford.
SONS OF ADVERSITY. By L. Cope Cornford.
THE KING OF ALBERIA. By Laura Daintrey.
THE DAUGHTER OF ALOUETTE. By Mary A. Owen.
CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD. By Ellen F. Pinson.
AN ELECTRIC SPARK. By G. Manville Fenn.
UNDER SHADOW OF THE MISSION. By L. S. McChesney.
THE SPECULATORS. By J. F. Brewer.
THE SPIRIT OF STORM. By Ronald Ross.
THE QUEENSBERRY CUP. By Clive P. Wolley.
A HOME IN INVERESK. By T. L. Paton.
MISS ARMSTRONG'S AND OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES. By John Davidson.
DR. CONGALTON'S LEGACY. By Henry Johnston.
THIS MAN'S DOMINION. By the Author of 'A High Little World.'
DIOGENES OF LONDON. By H. B. Marriott Watson.
THE STONE DRAGON. By Murray Gilchrist.
A VICAR'S WIFE. By Evelyn Dickinson.
ELSA. By E. M'Queen Gray.
THE SINGER OF MARLY. By I. Hooper.
THE FALL OF THE SPARROW. By M. C. Balfour.
A SERIOUS COMEDY. By Herbert Morrah.
THE FAITHFUL CITY. By Herbert Morrah.
IN THE GREAT DEEP. By J. A. Barry.
BIJLI, THE DANCER. By James Blythe Patton.
JOSIAH'S WIFE. By Norma Lorimer.
THE PHILANTHROPIST. By Lucy Maynard.
VAUSSORE. By Francis Brune.

THREE-AND-SIXPENNY NOVELS
Crown 8vo.

DERRICK VAUGHAN, NOVELIST. 42nd thousand. By Edna Lyall.
THE KLOOF BRIDE. By Ernest Glanville.
A VENDETTA OF THE DESERT. By W. C. Scully.
SUBJECT TO VANITY. By Margaret Benson.
THE SIGN OF THE SPIDER. By Bertram Mitford.
THE MOVING FINGER. By Mary Gaunt.
JACO TRELOAR. By J. H. Pearce.
THE DANCE OF THE HOURS. By 'Vera.'
A WOMAN OF FORTY. By Esmé Stuart.
A CUMBERER OF THE GROUND. By Constance Smith.
THE SIN OF ANGELS. By Evelyn Dickinson.
AUT DIABOLUS AUT NIHIL. By X. L.
THE COMING OF CUCULAIN. By Standish O'Grady.
THE GODS GIVE MY DONKEY WINGS. By Angus Evan Abbott.
THE STAR GAZERS. By G. Manville Fenn.
THE POISON OF ASPS. By R. Orton Prowse.
THE QUIET MRS. FLEMING. By A. Shield.
A REVEREND GENTLEMAN. By J. M. Cobban.

A DEPLORABLE AFFAIR. By W. E. Norris.
A CAVALIER'S LADY. By Mrs. Dicker.
THE PRODIGALS. By Mrs. Oliphant.
THE SUPPLANTER. By P. Neumann.
A MAN WITH BLACK EYELASHES. By H. A. Kennedy.
A HANDFUL OF EXOTICS. By S. Gordon.
AN ODD EXPERIMENT. By Hannah Lynch.
TALES OF NORTHUMBRIA. By Howard Pease.

HALF-CROWN NOVELS
Crown 8vo.

HOVENDEN, V.C. By F. Mabel Robinson.
THE PLAN OF CAMPAIGN. By F. Mabel Robinson.
MR. BUTLER'S WARD. By F. Mabel Robinson.
ELI'S CHILDREN. By G. Manville Fenn.
A DOUBLE KNOT. By G. Manville Fenn.
DISARMED. By M. Betham Edwards.
A MARRIAGE AT SEA. By W. Clark Russell.

IN TENT AND BUNGALOW. By the Author of 'Indian Idyls.'
MY STEWARDSHIP. By E. M'Queen Gray.
JACK'S FATHER. By W. E. Norris.
A LOST ILLUSION. By Leslie Keith.


The Novelist

Messrs. Methuen are making an interesting experiment which constitutes a fresh departure in publishing. They are issuing under the above general title a Monthly Series of New Fiction by popular authors at the price of Sixpence. Each Number is as long as the average Six Shilling Novel. The first numbers of 'The Novelist' are as follows:

I. DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES. E. W. Hornung. [Ready.
II. JENNIE BAXTER, JOURNALIST. Robert Barr. [Ready.
III. THE INCA'S TREASURE. Ernest Glanville. [Ready.
IV. A SON OF THE STATE. W. Pett Ridge. [Ready.
V. FURZE BLOOM. S. Baring Gould. [Ready.
VI. BUNTER'S CRUISE. C. Gleig. [Ready.
VII. THE GAY DECEIVERS. Arthur Moore. [Ready.
Books for Boys and Girls

A Series of Books by well-known Authors, well illustrated.

THREE-AND-SIXPENCE EACH

THE ICELANDER'S SWORD. By S. Baring Gould.
TWO LITTLE CHILDREN AND CHING. By Edith E. Cuthell.
TODDLEBEN'S HERO. By M. M. Blake.
ONLY A GUARD-ROOM DOG. By Edith E. Cuthell.
The Doctor of the Juliet. By Harry Collingwood.
M A S T E R R O C K A F E L L A R ' S VO Y-A GE. By W. Clark Russell.
SYD BELTON: Or, The Boy who would not go to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn.
ADVENTURES IN WALLYPUG LAND. By G. E. Farrow.

The Peacock Library

A Series of Books for Girls by well-known Authors, handsomely bound, and well illustrated.

THREE-AND-SIXPENCE EACH

A PINCH OF EXPERIENCE. By L. B. Walford.
The Red Grange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
The Secret of Madame de Monluc. By the Author of 'Mdle. Mori.'
OUT OF THE FASHION. By L. T. Meade.
DUMPS. By Mrs. Parr.
A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. By L. T. Meade.
HEPSY GIPSY. By L. T. Meade.
25. 6d.
THE HONOURABLE MISS. By L. T. Meade.
MY LAND OF BEULAH. By Mrs. Leith Adams.

University Extension Series

A series of books on historical, literary, and scientific subjects, suitable for extension students and home-reading circles. Each volume is complete in itself, and the subjects are treated by competent writers in a broad and philosophic spirit.

Edited by J. E. Symes, M.A.,
Principal of University College, Nottingham.
Crown 8vo. Price (with some exceptions) 25. 6d.


VICTORIAN POETS. By A. Sharp.
Social Questions of To-day
Edited by H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A series of volumes upon those topics of social, economic, and industrial interest that are at the present moment foremost in the public mind. Each volume of the series is written by an author who is an acknowledged authority upon the subject with which he deals.

The following volumes of the series are ready:—

THE ALIEN INVASION. By W. H. Wilkins, B.A.
THE RURAL EXODUS. By P. Anderson Graham.
LAND NATIONALIZATION. By Harold Cox, B.A.
TRUSTS, POOLS AND CORNERS. By J. Stephen Jeans.
THE FACTORY SYSTEM. By R. W. Cooke-Taylor.
THE STATE AND ITS CHILDREN. By Gertrude Tuckwell.
WOMEN'S WORK. By Lady Dilke; Miss Bulley, and Miss Whitley.
MUNICIPALITIES AT WORK. The Municipal Policy of Six Great Towns, and its Influence on their Social Welfare. By Frederick Dolman.
SOCIALISM AND MODERN THOUGHT. By M. Kaufmann.
THE HOUSING OF THE WORKING CLASSES. By E. Bowmaker.
MODERN CIVILIZATION IN

Classical Translations

Edited by H. F. Fox, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford.

ÆSCHYLUS — Agamemnon, Chöephore, Eumenides. Translated by Lewis Campbell, LL.D., late Professor of Greek at St. Andrews. 5s.

CICERO—De Oratore I. Translated by E. N. P. Moor, M.A. 3s. 6d.

CICERO—Select Orations (Pro Milone, Pro Murena, Philippic II., In Catilinam). Translated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford. 5s.

CICERO—De Natura Deorum. Translated by F. Brooks, M.A., late Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford. 3s. 6d.

CICERO DE OFFICIIS. Translated by G. B. Gardiner, M.A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.


The Problem of the Unemployed. By J. A. Hobson, B.A.


Workhouses and Pauperism. By Louisa Twining.

University and Social Settlements. By W. Reason, M.A.

Educational Books

Classical

Plauti Bacchides. Edited with Introduction, Commentary, and Critical Notes by J. M'Cosh, M.A. Fcap. 4to. 12s. 6d.

A Greek Anthology. Selected by E. C. Marchant, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge, and Assistant Master at St. Paul's School. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Passages for Unseen Translation. By E. C. Marchant, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge; and A. M. Cook, M.A., late Scholar of Wadham College, Oxford; Assistant Masters at St. Paul's School. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

'We know no book of this class better fitted for use in the higher forms of schools.'—Guardian.
TACITI AGRICOLA. With Introduction, Notes, Map, etc. By R. F. Davis, M.A., Assistant Master at Weymouth College. Crown 8vo. 2s.

TACITI GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Crown 8vo. 2s.

HERODOTUS: EASY SELECTIONS. With Vocabulary. By A. C. Liddell, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

SELECTIONS FROM THE ODYSSEY. By E. D. Stone, M.A., late Assistant Master at Eton. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

PLAUTUS: THE CAPTIVI. Adapted for Lower Forms by J. H. Freese, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge. 1s. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES AGAINST CONON AND CALLICLES. Edited with Notes and Vocabulary, 1s. 6d.

A COMPANION GERMAN GRAMMAR. By H. De B. Gibbins, D. Litt., M.A., Assistant Master at Nottingham High School. Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d.

GERMAN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. By E. M'Queen Gray. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

SCIENCE


OUTLINES OF BIOLOGY. By P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6d.

A text-book designed to cover the new Schedule issued by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.

A MONOGRAPH OF THE MYXOGASTRES. By George Massee. With 12 Coloured Plates. Royal 8vo. 18s. net.

'Work much in advance of any book in the language treating of this group of organisms. Indispensable to every student of the Myxogastres.'—Nature.

ORNAMENTAL DESIGN FOR WOVEN FABRICS. By C. Stephenson, of the Technical College, Bradford, and F. Suddards, of the Yorkshire College, Leeds. With 65 full-page plates. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

EXERCISES IN LATIN ACCIDENT. By S. E. Winbolt, Assistant Master in Christ's Hospital. Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d.

'An elementary book adapted for Lower Forms to accompany the shorter Latin primer.

NOTES ON GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX. By G. Buckland Green, M.A., Assistant Master at Edinburgh Academy, late Fellow of St. John's College; Oxon. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Notes and explanations on the chief difficulties of Greek and Latin Syntax, with numerous passages for exercise.

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK. A Course for Beginners. By G. Rodwell, B.A. With a Preface by Walter Lock, D.D., Warden of Keble College. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Textbooks of Technology

Edited by Professors GARNETT and WERTHEIMER.

HOW TO MAKE A DRESS. By J. A. E. Wood. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

'Though primarily intended for students, Miss Wood's dainty little manual may be consulted with advantage by any girls who want to make their own frocks. The directions are simple and clear, and the diagrams very helpful.'—Literature.

CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. By F. C. Webber. With many Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

'An admirable elementary text-book on the subject.'—Builder.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By Sidney H. Wells. With 75 Illustrations and Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

PRACTICAL PHYSICS. By H. Stroud, D.Sc., M.A., Professor of Physics in the Durham College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Fully illustrated. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.


ELEMENTARY LIGHT. By R. E. Steel. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS. By J. B. Russell, B.Sc., Science Master at Burnley Grammar School. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

A collection of useful, well-arranged notes.

—School Guardian.

ENGLISH

ENGLISH RECORDS. A Companion to the History of England. By H. E. Malden, M.A. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

THE ENGLISH CITIZEN: HIS RIGHTS AND DUTIES. By H. E. Malden, M.A. 1s. 6d.

A DIGEST OF DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. By Johnson Barker, B.A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

METHUEN'S COMMERCIAL SERIES

Edited by H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES FROM ELIZABETH TO VICTORIA. By H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A. Third Edition. 2s.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION PAPERS. By H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A. 1s. 6d.

THE ECONOMICS OF COMMERCE. By H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A. 1s. 6d.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By S. E. Bally, Master at the Manchester Grammar School. Second Edition. 2s.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By S. E. BALLY. 2s. 6d.

A FRENCH COMMERCIAL WORKS BY A. M.


FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and Vocabulary. Fourth Edition revised. 18mo. 1s. 6d.

M. STEDMAN, M.A.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM CAESAR. Part I. The Helvetic War. Second Edition. 18mo. 1s.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. Part I. The Kings of Rome. 18mo. 1s. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.
EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With Vocabulary. Seventh and cheaper Edition, re-written. Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d. Issued with the consent of Dr. Kennedy.
THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE: Rules and Exercises. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d. With Vocabulary, 2s.
NOTANDA QUAE DAM: Miscellaneous Latin Exercises on Common Rules and Idioms. The Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d. With Vocabulary. 2s.
LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION: Arranged according to Subjects. Eighth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.
A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS. 18mo. Second Edition. 1s.
STEPS TO GREEK. 18mo. 1s.
A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d.

EASY GREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Third Edition Revised. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.
GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION. Arranged according to Subjects. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.
GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS. For the use of Schools. Third Edition. With Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
STEPS TO FRENCH. Fourth Edition. 18mo. 8d.
EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Third Edition revised. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.
EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELEMENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabulary, Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. Key 3s. net.

SCHOOL EXAMINATION SERIES

EDITED BY A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS IN MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND IDIOMS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Tenth Edition.
A KEY, issued to Tutors and Private Students only, to be had on application to the Publishers. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s. net.
LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS IN MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND IDIOMS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Ninth Edition.
KEY (Fourth Edition) issued as above. 6s. net.
GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS IN MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND IDIOMS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Sixth Edition.
KEY (Second Edition) issued as above. 6s. net.
GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS IN MISCELLANEOUS

KEY (Second Edition) issued as above. 6s. net.
SCIENCE EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. E. Steel, M.A., F.C.S. In two vols.
Part I. Chemistry; Part II. Physics.
KEY (Second Edition) issued as above. 7s. net.
EXAMINATION PAPERS IN ENGLISH HISTORY. By J. Tait Wardlaw, B.A., King's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.